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SIMULATED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE POLICY AND ECONOMIC 
ENVIRONMENTS ON U.S. AGRICULTURE, 1932-1967 
Historically, government price and income farm programs have been 
aimed at specific commodity groups. Each commodity program has its own 
price supports, target prices, acreage allotments, marketing quotas, or 
other instrumental variables. Within the framework of congressional 
legislation, program administrators annually announce the levels of these 
strategic variables for each commodity. The collection of variable levels 
for all programs represents one point in a set of possible combinations. 
The level of each government policy parameter or variable not only affects 
a particular commodity but also related agricultural commodities, the 
entire agricultural sector, and the economy as a whole. 
Past econometric investigations have attempted to analyze the impact 
of government policies in the aggregate [12, 17, 33] or on specific 
commodities [4, 20, 28]. The number of government program variables and 
allowances for substitution between commodities (in the form of resource 
use or final demand) are necessarily limited in these studies. An analysis 
of the effects of a change in a commodity-specific policy instrument on 
resource use, production, utilization and resource returns on that commodity, 
related commodities, and aggregate agriculture requires integrating the 
agricultural factor and commodity markets. This study is an attempt at 
such an integration. It provides the results of 17 simulations. The 
1 
2 
conditions simulated are: (a) the removal of government price and income 
support programs, (b) increases in input prices, (c) restrictions on pro-
duction elasticities, (d) variations in commodity support activities, and 
(e) limitations on acreages. 
The simulation model results incorporate specific government policy 
variables for major agricultural commodities and, where feasible, permits 
interactions among commodities. This research involves two phases. First, 
sectorial models are developed for livestock, feed grains, wheat, soybeans, 
cotton, and tobacco. Each sectorial model causally links resource use, 
production, price, final demand, and gross receipts for the particular 
commodity. The policy variables incorporated in equation specifications 
include price supports, acreage diversions or allotments, and direct 
government payments. Second, simulation experiments are run with the 
model to determine the model's validity and to analyze the impacts of 
alternative levels of government policy, prices, and technology. 
Overview of the Model 
The agricultural economy is disaggregated into commodity groups for 
which submodels are establishedo The commodity groups are livestock, 
feed grains, wheat, soybeans, cotton, and tobaccoo The relations in each 
submodel sequentially depict the commodity's yearly production cycle from 
acreage planted (in the crop models) to the level of resource use, pro-
duction, price, commodity disposition, and finally to gross income. This 
sequential ordering attempts to capture the recursive nature of agricul-
tural production. The submodels, or blocks of commodity equations, are 
3 
Data 
Time series data for many of the commodity resource demand variables 
are not published. The commodity input series was developed from cost and 
returns studies, input-output studies, published and unpublished data from 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, discussions with officials of the 
USDA's Farm Production Economics Division, and the national trends of the 
aggregate input series. 1 Published data for the remaining variables are 
available from USDA. 
Estimated Equations 
The estimated equations and identities for each of the six commodity 
submodels are presented in tables 2 through 7. Space limitations prevent 
a discussion of each estimated relation. Such an analysis is given, how-
ever, in Ray [23]. In addition to the six commodity submodels, identities 
are included to aggregate variable estimates for the separate commodities 
into national estimates. Variable levels of commodities not in the model 
are treated as given data and are included in national identities. These 
identities are presented in table 8. 
1For example, the commodity fertilizer data series was developed from 
survey and census data published by the National Fertilizer Association 
[8] and the U.S. Department of Agriculture [15, 16] for the years 1927, 
1938, 1947, 1954, 1959, and 1964. Estimated tonnages of nitrogen, phosphoric 
acid, and potash applied to model crops were converted to pounds per acre. 
Linear interpolations of the per-acre estimates were made for intervening 
years. The sum over all crops of per-acre application times acreage was com-
pared to published aggregate consumption for each nutrient for the corresponding 
year. Application rates were uniformly adjusted to reconcile differences. 
Average 1947-1949 prices for the separate nutrients were used to aggregate 
nutrient usage by crop. Non-nitrogen fertilizer distribution by crops was 
used to allocate national lime expense to the individual crops. See Ray [23] 
for a complete documentation of data sources and derivations and for time 
series lists of all data. 
4 
brought together to form the overall simulation model in a manner that 
preserves the recursive structure. The submodel organization permits 
the explicit inclusion of appropriate government policy variables for 
individual commodities. The primary and secondary effects of a change 
in a commodity policy variable are traceable through the equations of 
the relevant commodity, related commodities, and total agriculture. 
The general structure of each commodity submodel is as follows: 
(a) acreage and resource demand variables are functions of previous year 
prices and gross incomes of the commodity under consideration and related 
commodities, acreage allotments or diversions, previous year resource 
prices, and resource demand shifters; (b) commodity production is dependent 
on the quantity and productivity of resources committed to the commodity; 
(c) commodity supply depends on production, carry-in, and imports; (d) 
commodity price is dependent on the price support level, the discrepancy 
between current year supply and previous year domestic and foreign utili-
zation, and other variables; (e) commodity demands are functions of current 
year prices of the commodity and related commodities and demand shifter 
variables; and (f) commodity gross income is dependent on current year 
commodity price, productions, and government payments. 
Figure 1 is a visual presentation of the model's functional relation-
ships. The pie-shaped sections represent the six commodity submodels. The 
variable code names are composed of two parts. The first letter (or letters) 
identifies the commodity or aggregate name. The remainder of the code 
identifies the specific variable being measuredo Variable definitions are 
5 
,_, 
Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the simulation model 
6 
listed in table 1. Dependent variables in the figure are enclosed in 
rectangles; exogenous variables are surrounded by ovals. Causal 
ordering is indicated by the direction of the arrow. Lagged values of 
variables appear outside the perimeter of the circle. The broken circles 
partition the current dependent variables into three subsets. The area 
bounded by the circle perimeter and outer dotted circle contains pre-
input variables; the area between the broken circles contains input 
variables; and the output variables appear within the inner broken circle. 1 
This categorization of variables into three groups facilitates presentation 
of the relationships and brings out the recursive aspects of the submodels. 
The pre-input sections of the submodels contain equations to estimate 
acreage (in the crop submodels), ending calendar year stocks of machinery 
and commodities, the value of land and buildings used in producing the 
commodity, and total value of physical assets committed to the commodity. 
Other equations are included to aid in generating the stock estimates; 
land price equations provide estimates for the value of land relations; 
estimates of machinery purchases are utilized in the machinery stock 
equations. 
Equations in the input sections of the submodels use information 
generated in the corresponding commodity's pre-input section along with 
other data to estimate commodity input demand levels. The input categories 
included in this section correspond closely to those used by the USDA's 
1This categorization of variables is similar to variable groupings 
used by Tyner and Tweeten [33] in their aggregate model of agriculture. 
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Farm Production Economics Division for calculating aggregate input costs 
[18]. Current or monoperiod factors of production included in the input 
sections are fertilizer and lime, seed, labor and machinery operating 
expenses. Other equations estimate the flow of services from, or the 
opportunity costs of, polyperiod or durable resources. Machinery expense 
(interest and depreciation), real estate expense, interest on commodity 
stocks, and real estate taxes fall into this latter group of inputs. 
The final set of categories, or output sections, contains production 
functions, supply identities, price equations, commodity utilization 
and ending crop year inventory equations, and gross income equations. 
The livestock output section includes equations to estimate the number 
of livestock production units fed, livestock marketings, the price of 
livestock, and gross receipts from the sale of livestock. 
In addition, the simulator contains a set of identities which 
sum variable estimates for the separate commodities into national 
estimates. Variable levels of commodities not in the model are treated 
as exogenous, or given, data and are included in the identitieso 
Some Comments on Equation Specification 
Resource use equations 
Statis firm theory relates the levels of resource use to their 
prices and productivities and to commodity prices. This theory must 
be modified to estimate resource use in the real world where farmer 
capital is limited and response to price and productivity changes is 
less than instantaneous. Because of the biological lag in agriculture 
9 
between resource commitment and realized output and price, resource 
equations are specified as functions of previous year input and commodity 
prices. Previous year gross incomes, the ratios of assets to liabilities, 
and measures of asset stocks are included as demand shifters to represent 
the influence of the availability of capital fundso The income variables 
indicate changes in the availability of internal funds, while other 
variables serve as measures of borrowing capacity. The distribution of 
income, liabilities, and assets among producers has an important influence 
on aggregate resource demands. Because of the lack of more precise data, 
however, aggregate measures of these financial variables are used. Since 
time is required to adjust resource use to changing prices, input pro-
ductivities, and capital constraints, many of the resource use equations 
are formulated with a geometrically distributed lag structure. 
Production functions 
Cobb-Douglas production functions are estimated for each crop in 
the models for each of four time periods. Input variables appearing in 
the input section of the crop's submodel are the determinants of that 
crop's production level. The functions are not estimated directly but 
are constructed after separate estimation of each individual partial 
production elasticity for each of the four time periods. Factor share 
data are used to compute the partial input production elasticities. 
Factor shares are valid estimates of partial production elasticities 
only if economic equilibrium prevails. An adjustment model suggested 
by Tyner and Tweeten [32] is used to correct the factor share estimates 
10 
for divergence from the equilibrium position. In estimation, dummy 
variables are used to permit the separately estimated partial production 
elasticities to change over the observation period. The dummy variable 
structure used results in crop production functions for 1930-39, 1940-49, 
1950-58, and 1959-67. 
Price and demand equations 
The specification of the commodity demand and price equations 
is based on a recursive interpretation of market forces. Given 
the technology level, commodity production (and for the most part 
commodity supply) is determined by the prices of output and resources 
of the preceding year. The relative size of the predetermined supply 
determines the current commodity price, and the quantity demanded 
is a function of current price, The relative size of current supply 
can be measured in relation to the quantity demanded for domestic 
and foreign use the preceding year. Crop price equations were specified 
as functions of last year's price, the difference between current 
supply and last year's utilization, and the commodity's average support 
price. 
Separate relations estimate domestic demand, exports, and ending 
year inventories for each crop as functions of current year price 
and relevant demand shifter variables, such as the number of livestock 
production units and per capita consumer income. 
11 
Econometric Considerations 
The recursive structure of the model simplified the simulation 
procedure, and under certain conditions, parameter estimates can be 
obtained with ordinary least squares applied to one equation at a time. 
The conditions that must be satisfied to obtain consistent and efficient 
parameter estimates with least squares are very stringent, however. Two 
of the more important conditions are: (a) the contemporary variance-
covariance matrix of the model disturbances must be diagonal, and (b) there 
must be no correlation of successive equation disturbances. That is, the 
disturbances must be nonautocorrelated. Since these are rather exacting 
conditions, other estimation procedures were also used. Two-stage least 
squares are used to estimate equations with more than one dependent variable 
and, hence, allow for a generalized variance-covariance matrix. The second 
condition is made less restrictive by allowing the successive error terms 
to follow a first-order autoregressive scheme. Fuller's and Martin's 
[9, 10] autoregressive least squares procedure is applied to equations with 
one dependent variable. A method called autoregressive two-stage least 
squares is used for equations with more than one dependent variable. 1 
Generally, the coefficient estimates of the autoregressive techniques are 
used in the simulation model if the autocorrelative coefficient estimate 
is significantly different from zero. All relations are estimated with 
annual time series data for 1930-67. 
1The mechanics of this estimation technique are detailed in Ray [23]. 
12 
The Simulation Procedure 
The estimated equations and identities in tables 2 through 8 des-
cribe the functioning of the agricultural economy. Econometric simulation 
involves translating the relationships into a computer language, such as 
FORTRAN, and "operating" this model of the real agricultural economy. 
In other words, the collection of separate relationships is treated as 
an integrated model and "put in motion." 
The mechanics of the simulation process are the simplest when 
th 1 . d b . . d 11 e rea economy ~s represente y a recurs~ve econometr~c mo e , 
such as our agricultural model. The computer program is constructed 
to solve ~ach equation sequentially. Information generated from 
solving an equation may be used in succeeding equations. When each 
of the equations for each of the submodels has been solved, one time 
period for the economy has been described, and the computer returns 
to the first equation to begin generating information for the next 
year. In this and remaining years, variable levels may be included 
that were estimated in previous years. 
Simulation provides the social scientist with a "laboratory". 
Experiments that would be too costly or completely impossible to 
1A model is recursive if its equations can logically be arranged 
so each dependent variable (variables whose values are explained by 
model) is a function of predetermined variables (variables whose values 
are determined outside the model or whose values are given by past 
values of dependent variables) and variables that have been treated as 
dependent earlier in the model. 
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Table 1. fstimaU•d Equations for the Feed Grain Submodela 
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fG-INT'0 4 l'5b FG-RF.rX' 033 i 7 
t l 
• .06593 FG-FERr' 13217 FC-Sf.Etr 03479 LG-IJ\i'R· 08478 FG-FROD(l959-67) t t t 
1 r: .. spv t 
FG-f:IJt 
FG .. Glt-.Vt 
FG-Cl~V 
t 
FG-E'XPt 
FG-M.ACH~ Jf-1219 FG-Rr/9539 J'G-Fl)R~ 15898 n;-HJSL.~ 1000 
FG-T~ni: 04 S:;tS FC:·-RETX~Q')673 
FG-PRODt + Fr.-f:Jf.;-V 1_1 + FG-CI:~Vt-l + FG-!Mft 
"'19.83A + ~~:~;!:)CN-SPPRt- (:~~;;) (FG-SI'Yt- Fr:-UT!Lt-l) 
-+ 9. 7044 WARDUHY 
(2 .9788) 
ALS ' = .0828 d • 1.46 R2 • .852 >ISE • 27,701 
(.1567) 
"" .. JQ. 795 + . 7230 L-LPU - .2824 FG-PR + b.6410 WA.RDL'MY 
(.03>6) t (.1118) t ().19)1) 
.ATS r '"'.1027 d = l.~li R2 = .9)9 M~E = 22.1?8 
( .1211) 
• 1!.089 + .4859 FC-PRODt + .9363 (FG-GlNVt-l 
(.1448) (.14)7) 
+ FG-CINV _1 ) + 6.9024 CN-SPPRt - .5312 l.-LPUt 
t (5.8884) (.1642) 
ATS , • • 5264 rl = l. 95 R2 • , 949 MS>: • JO. 970 
( .184 J) 
IC 2.0247 -(:~~~;/G-GINVt ·,:~:~~)FG-PkODt -(:~~~~)L-LPUt 
LSi.S d"" 1.47 Rz"' .818 MSE"" 2.427 
.... 504 + .0464 FG-I!\\' -l + .9217. FG-L\Pt-1 
(.0174) t (.0542) 
ALS ;, .. -,5074 d ,.. 2.06 R2"" ,930 MSE,. 4.8.3 
( .l:J51) 
!" 64.607 + .1609 Ff,-!'l<.UDt * 1-'G-PRt + .856~ FG-GYPT;,. 
ATS P = <:~;~:~ d" 2.85 ~< 2 "' ,97~· 18~~;.:. ,£-,454. 
(.U398) 
aCoefficient standard errors are in parenthe.;es. The estllll£ltion technique used to estimate parameters are indicated as LS (least squares), 
ALS (autoregressive least squares), 2SLS (two stat;~:: least square) and ATS (autoregressive two stage least squares). The first order aucure~t~~ssive 
coeffich•nt is reporu·d as f). The Durbin-Watson d statistic and equ:Hinn mean square error (MSr:) are also reported. 
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Ttble 4. Estimated Equations for Wheat Submodel a 
re- nput i!!Ction 
W-ACt • 26.968 \i:~~b;)W-PMt_1 - (~:~~~:)W-ACATDUMY \:~6ii)W-ACt-l 
LS d • 1.69 R2 • . 738 MSE • 22.656 
W-STKt • 155,50 \:~:~~}W-PRODt-l \:~~;:)W-STKt_1 
LS c! • 2.07 R2 • .524 MSE"' 20.645, 
W-MPURt • 5.111 \~!: :~i;/OSTWARDUKY \;:~~~~) W-EQTY t-1 
+ (: ~;~:) W-GINCt-l 
ALS p ... 4582 
(.1837) 
d • 1.99 R2 • .860 MSE • 1.007.8 
W-HS'CKt • 9.849 \:~~;~)W-MPURt \:~j~!t-MSTKt ... 1 
ATS-1 d • 2.37 R2 • .928 MSE • 9,535.1 
W-PRLAt • -61.535 + ~:i~~~)W-FMSZt-l \:~~~~)W-PRLAt_1 
LS d • 2.20 R2 • .864 HSt .. ]65.59 
2SLS d • 2.42 R2 ,.. .999 MSE = 9.00 
W-SPA • W-STKAVE + W-MSTJAVE + W-VALA t t t t 
W-FERT • 95.945 + .004! W-SPA - .8255 US-FTPl + 9.1423 n161 
t (.0039) t (.3338) t-l (2.5878) 
+ (: ~~~~) W-Fl-:RTt-l 
2SLS d • 1.16 R2 • .969 MSE • 205,77 
W-SEEDt • 17.090 + ::~!~!)W-ACt (:~~;~)W-SDPTt-l \:i~;!)TIME 
ATS-1 d .. 2.01 R2 • .889 MSE • 50.37 
W-LABRt • 130,23 + ~:~~~~}W-ACt -(:~~g)w-HSTKAVEt -(i::~~~)TTME 
AL!Ii ~ • ,3405 d ,.. 2.02 R2 • .975 MSE., 594.9 
(.1442) 
W-KACH • 7.6711 + .2403 W-MSTKAVE - 1.0459 TIME 
t (.0123) t (.3789) 
d"" 2.24 R2 • ,978 MSE • 127.25 
W-RE • 15.362 + .049.5 W-VALA + 2.9174 TIME ** .5 
' (.0015) t (1.1360) 
ATS-1 d • .53 n2 .. ,988 MSE = 48.537 
W ... FQRt • 200.412 - ::z~~;) l!S-MSPit_1 + ( :~~!~) W-MSTKAVEL + ~: i~~~) W-ACt 
ATS-2 P • .2435 d • 1.74 R2 • .976 HSE = 205.62 
(.1399) 
W-HISC • 115.79 + .0111 W-SPA - 1.0869 US-FSPI + 5.5460 'i'Hb1 
t (. 0020) ' (. 2384) t-1 (1. 1261) 
+ .2447 W~HlSCt-l 
(.1380) 
ATS-1 
W-INT • -. 5146 + ,0623 W-f:TKAVE 
t (.0048) 
2StS d"' 2.31~ R2 • .852 HSE • 22.75 
W-PROD(1932-39} • 6.97984 W-FERT~03127 W-SEED~10712 W-LABR~16947 
W-MACH~l2740 W-RE~24783 W-FOR~ll129 W-HISC~0/631 
W-INT~02159 W-RETX~05353 
W-PROD(l940-49) • 59.12:1:76 W-FER"r~02755 W-SEED~06657 W•LABR~1118J 
W-MACH~ 0751t6 W-RE~ 1099& W-FOR~ 0928! W-'HSC~ 040\il 
W-INT~021)9 W-RETX~Ollt96 
W-PROD(l950-58) • 22.03056 W-FERT~04563 W-SEED~06706 W-LABR~0760& 
W-MACH~l5052 W-RE~l5638 W-FOR~l3657 W-MISC~06014 
w-INT~Ol996 w-RETX~0282b 
W-PROD(l959-67) • 5.51658 W-FERT~07591 W-SEED~05735 W-UBR~Ob76& 
W-HACll~ 20694 W-RE; 27100 w-roa;l&005 w-MISC~ 10491 
W-tNT'02148 W-RETX"04729 
' ' 
W-SPY t • W-PRODt + lri-GlNV t-l + W-CLNV t ... l + W--IKf t 
l.\'-PR. • ,4584 + .1594 W ... SPPR - .OOOL (W-SPY - W-U'IIL ) 
• (.0710) ' (.0001) ' t-1 
\: ~;;~) W-PRt-1 
2SL~ d • 1. 52 RL • .681 MSE • .057 
w-FDt • 306.93- ~~:;!~~)W-PRt \:g~~i)US-PCDlt + ~!:~:~~)WAJU)LIMY 
-1. 2H7S TIME 
(.8813) 
ATS-2 c. • .3254 d ~ 2.02 Rl •.6b4 MSE • 106.19 
(.1679) 
W-CDt • 312.&4 -(~;:~~!!}W-PRt-: ~:~~~i)FC-CDt + ~;~::~~~)WARDL'MY 
+ (: ~~;:) W-CDt_1 
2SLS d • 1.44 R2 • .730 HSE • 4,415. 7 
W-GINVt"' -25.038 + ~!g::g~)W-SPPRt- ~~:::~~~}WARDUMY 
+ (:~;~~} W-GINV t-l 
LS d • 1.34 Rl • .905 KSE • 21,377. 
W-tiNVt • 256.54 -(~::~~~~)W-PRt -(:~~:!)W-GlNVt \:~~;~)W-CINVt-l 
ATS-1 d • 2.21 R2 • .7•8 MSE • 2,549.8 
W-F.XPt .. -.029 +(:~~~~)W-IN\\_1 \:~;~~}W-EXPt-l 
LS d • 2. 2q R2 • .879 MSE • 9, 789.0 
W-GINCt • 5.314 +(:~~:;}W-PRODt * W-PR +(:i~~:)W-cYPTt 
ALS iJ • .9715 d ~ 2.03 Rl • ,'J98 MSE • 7t!0.97 
(.0582) 
aCoefticient standard errors are in parentheses. The estimation technique used to estimate parameters are 1.nd1.cated as LS (least squares), 
AL~ (autoregressive l~ast squares), 2SLS (two stage least square) and ATS (autorl~sre!'i~dve two stage least squares). The first autoregressive 
coefficiel"\t is reported as o. The Durhin-Watson d statistic .lnd equation mean squart:! error (HSE) are also reported, 
Table ~. Estimated Equations for Soybean Submode1 a 
5-ACt • .4084 + ~:~~~:) 5-PRt-l - (:6~!i) FG-PRt_1 \:~:~~/IME 
\:~:~!)5-ACt-l 
LS d'"' 2.19 R2 "' .989 HSE • 1.570 
J.S d - 2.18 a2 • ,936 MSE • 5.667,1 
S-STKAVEt • (S-STK.t-l + S-STKt)/2 
S-HPURt "'-1.902 \:g~~:)S-GINCt-l \:~~1~)S-HPURt_1 
LS d "" 2.34 a2 • .967 HSE • 229.78 
S-MSTKt • 7.2425 \:;:~6)5-HPURt + ~:~~j~)S-MSTKt_1 
ATS-1 d • 2.23 R2 • ,988 HSE • 2.343.3 
S-MSTkAVEt • (S-MSTKt-l + S-MSTK.t)/2 
S-PRLAt • 19.940 +(:~o~;)S-GTNCt_ 1 \:~g~:)S-PRLAt-l 
LS d • 2. '32 R2 • .937 MSE • 86.193 
S-VALA • • 373 + • 8935 S-PRLA * S-AC 
t (.0001) t t 
ALS p • -.6&58 d • .980 R2 • .999 !1SE • .915 
(.0577) 
S-FER!'t • -.3164 +(:~~~~)S-SPAt \:g~i;)S-GINCt_ 1 +(:~~!:)TIME 
- (: ~~~~) TIHE**2 + (: ~~~~) S-FERT t-1 
LS d • 1.90 a2 • .983 MSE • .870 
S-SEEDt • .8&2 + ::i~;g,s-ACt + (:~~~8~-St:EDt-.l. 
ALS ... 2188 d • 1.87 R2 • .997 MSE • 5.112 
i' (.1991) 
S-LABRt • 10.870 + ~::~~~/-ACt - (i:~;:~;run: \ :!~;~) S-LABRt_1 
ALS-2 o • ,8932 d "' 2.01 a2 • .991 HSF. • 21.530 
(.0536) 
S-MACHt • 1.6H +(:~~~~) S-HSTKAVEt \:~~~~) S-MACHt-l 
AIS-2 P • -,04?6 d • 2.86 a2 ., .997 MSE • 34.510 
(.J518) 
S-RE "'-.9873 + .0502 S-VALA + .25')3 TIME 
r (.0002) t (.0273) 
ATS-2 p • -.0&60 d • .98 Rl • .999 MSE • .52! 
(.0192) 
S-FORt • 46.694 -(::~!!)US-MSPit_ 1 +(:6~:~)5-HSTKAVEt 
+ (: ~:~j) S-FORt_ 1 
2SLS d ., 2.05 R2 • .995 M~E • 35.296 
S-MISCt • 23.533 +(:~gi~)S-SPAt ""c:i~~i)US-FSPlt_ 1 +(~::;~~)TM61 
\:i;~i) 5-MISCt-l 
2SLS d ,.. 2. 42 R2 • • 994 HSE • 17, 510 
S-INTt .. -.0881 +(:~~~~) 5-STKAVEt 
ATS-2 P • -.2187 d = 2,63 R2 • ,975 HSE .. 7.7814 
(.127"1) 
S-RETXt • S-VALAt * S-TXRTt 
16 
~!_ec!!_on 
S-PROD(1932 _39) • 5.83512 S-FERT~00760 S-SEED~ 12419 S-LABR~ll 9l8 
S-HACH~ 14939 S-RE~ 18878 S-FOR~ 10507 S-MISC~ 10876 
S-INT'Ol631 S-RETX"04679 
t t 
S-PROD(l940-49) • 30.84373 S-FEU~00807 S-SEED~07615 S-LABR~07965 
S-HACH; 09074 S-RE~ 08768 S-FOR~ 088b6 S-HISC~03608 
S-INT~Ol777 S-RETX~01557 
S-PROD(1 950_ 58) • 13.41182 S-FERT~Ol7l6 S-SEED~07046 S-LABR~07llO 
S-MACH~ 20449 S-RE~ 14599 S-FOR~ 14698 S-MISC~ 04724 
S-mT~Ol987 S-RETX~02601 
S-PROD(l959-67) • 7.49232 S-FERT~02292 S-SEED~05864 S-LABR~07099 
S-INT~02105 S-RETX~03608 
S-PRt • 1.233 +(:~~;;)s-SPPRt +(:i~~~)WARDUMY -(:g~~~)(S-SP¥t 
- S-UTILt- 1) +(:~~:~)S-PRt_1 
ALS • .2107 d • 2.0b R2 • .729 MSE • .088 
(.3725) 
5-CDt "'-180.31 -~~:~!~~/-PRt \~:~!;~/IME + 2.9177 TIME+ ~:~~~~/-LPUt 
\:~~~~>s-cnt-l 
2SLS d • 1.53 a2 • .992 MSE • 340.83 
S-ClNVt .. -7.646 +(:g~:~)S-PRODt +(:~~~~)S-CISVt-l 
2SLS d • l.U R2 • ,699 HSE • 347.41 
S··EXPt • 2,909 -(;:g~~)S-PRt \:~:~~)TIME \:~=~~)S-EXPt-1 
A'fS-2 p • -.2916 d • 2.40 R2 • .988 HSE • 94.671 
(.2317) 
:::-GINC • -1.99 + .9771 S-PROD 1111 SwPR 
t (.0058) t t 
ALS ,., .8718 d • 2,01 a2 • .999 MSE • 16.047 
(.0840) 
8Coeffieient standard errors are in parentheses. The estimation technique used to estimate paraJIIeters are indicated as LS (least aqua res), 
ALS (.1utore11ressive least squares), 2SLS (twll stage least square) and .\TS (autoregressive two stagf' least squares), The first order sutoregrt>ssive 
coefficient is r~ported as ;: • The f)urhin-Watson d statistl1.. and e1:uatiun :flea!' square t>rror 01SE) are also reported. 
Tdblc h. Estimated E uations for Cotton Submt;del 
C.-AC .. 11.276 - 5.9460 C-ACATDL'MY + ,04J9 C-PR - .4037 TIME 
l (1.6368) (.1303) t-l (.1336) 
ALS ; = .617"> d • 1.96 R2 "" .86S ~:.;£ .. 9.019 
(, .1392) 
C-STKt • 310.37 -,~;:i~~~/-CDt_ 1 +(:~;~6)C-STKt-l 
LS d = 1.95 R2 .,. ,195 HSE = ~9,399. 
C-STKAVEt • (C-STKt-l + S-SH't)/2 
C-HPURt • 114.489, +(~~:~:~~/OSTWARDUMY \~:;;i;)C-EQTYt_ 1 
- ~:~~i~) US-MHPTt_ 1 -,:~!~;)C-GINCt-l 
ALS ,, "' .1756 d"' l.i.J'• R2 • .!H6 HSE.., 466.787 
(.21"::14) 
54.33 + 1.1264 C-MPUR + .6437 C-HSTK 
(.3522) r ( .1055) t-l 
2SLS d"' 2.42 R.Z" .769 MSE .. 5,005.1 
C-HSTKAVEt "' (C-MSTKt_ 1 + C .. HSTKt)/2 
t-PRI.\ = -5.204 +(:66~~/-GltJCt_ 1 +(:b~~~)C-PRLAt-l 
LS d=l.67 R2 =.938 MS£.:131.71 
C-VALA "" 3. 339 + 2.0569 C-PR:..A * C-AC 
t (. 0035) t t 
2SLS d"' ;/97 R2 ~ ,999 MSE = 76.502 
C-SPA • C.-STKAV£ + C.-MSTKAVE + C-VM.A 
t t L t 
C-FERTt"' 67 2/37 \:~~~;/-SP\- ~:~~~~)US-FTPil_ 1 •(~:~~~~)TM61 
\ :~;j~) C-FERTt-l 
ATS-2 P "" .SllO d "" 2.29 R2 = ,937 MSE = 223.)7 
(' 1639) 
0-SFEDt • ,595 + ~::~~~)C·ACt -(:~i~~)C·SDPit_ 1 +(:~~~~)C-SF:£Dt_ 1 
2SLS d .. 1.88 R2 "'" .975 MSE" 12.310 
C-LABRt • 1180.8 + ~~:~~~~)C-ACt -(:~ii~)C-MSTKAVEt • ~~:~~~!/fMf. 
ATS-1 d = 1.6Y R2 = .97) MSE = 28,1194.5 
2SLS d'-'2.31 R2 =.929 MSF=74.4S5 
ATS-1 d"" .'J62 R2 "' .91j9 HSE .. 34.292 
17 
C-FOR "' 263.83- 2,5507 US-M:.Pl l + .2)40 l-MSTKAVE - 3.2415 TIME 
t (.9283) t- . ( U7l'l) t (1.2877) 
+ (: ib1~) C-FORt-1 
ALS t' "" .2734 d = :2'.18 R2 ,. ,885 HSE .. 447.40 (. ""J 
25<L90- ?.4631 l'~-FSPI _1 + 4.329f! TIME- .1(164 'IP1E**2 
. 6683) t ( 9f,f;J) ( 0304) 
+ . 0350 C-'lPA 
(,0024) t 
ATS-1 d = l.I:>J 
C·,NT '" .03 + .06:!4 C-STJ<:AVE 
t (. 0081) t 
lSLS J., <'.55 R2 = .705 MSE = 25.695 
(..-k.FTXt,., C-VALAt "'C-TXRTt 
C-PROD(l932-39) • ,0()12.6 C-FERT~08028 C-SE£0;02930 C-LABR;59900 
C-INT'OlJRl C-RETX'05439 
t t 
C-PROD ( 1940-49) • 04502 C-FERT' 04 81!) C-SEED' 01350 e-LABR' 4 3 3 99 t t t 
C-HACH.05491 C-Rifll398 C-FOR'09420 C-HJSC'lld-8& 
t t t t 
c..,PROO(l950-58) ... 10002 C-FERT~05498 C-SE£0~01319 C-LABR~30093 
C-MACH'07483 C-RE'l4163 r-FOR'09426 C-MISC'l26/4 
t t t t 
C-INT'00887 C-RETX'01521 
t t 
C-PP.OD(l95":1-67) = .06230 c-nn;_06529 C-SE£0~01298 C-LABR;22tl91 
C-MAC!i.D9111 C-RE.252S2 C-FOR'l0004 C-MISC.l9043 
t t t t 
C-Hi'l.0093S ;::-RETX'02545 
t t 
C-SPYt"' C-PRODt + C•GINVt_ 1 + C-CINVt_ 1 + C-1!1Ft 
C-PRt = 3.817 +(:~i;i)C-SPPRt -,:~~~~) (C-SPYt- C-UTILt l) 
- .15':)8 TI~E + , 5689 C-PR 
(.0743) (.1501) t--1 
ATS-1 d • 2.33 R2 • .7')3 MSL • 13.63!1 
C-CO ,., 1.037 + .0125 C-BOPI + .0981 C-INV + .b766 C-CO 
l (,0185) t ( .0636) t-l ( .14(18) L-J. 
ALS • -.0048 •d"' 1.98 R2 • .657 ~1::r. • .i8j 
(. 2282) 
C-GlNVt = -1.631 \:~~~~) C·PROD 
\:~~z~) C-GINVt-l 
- • 8271 C-CD + . I6l4 C-~PPR 
( .4933) t (.07b7) t 
2SLS d • 1.91 R2 '"' .631 MSE = 5.62 
C-CINVt .0685 +(:~~:~) (C-CJNVt-l + C-GlNVt-l) \:~;;:)C-PI{l)l\ 
-.4579 C-GINV - .1201 C-PR + !.4b06 WARDUMY 
(.0890) t (,0325) t (.6283) 
2SLS d .. 1.48 R2 • .79'i MSE ... 912 
C-F.XPt • .336 + 1 0580 C-SPY - 1.0972 C-CO - 1.0614 C-INV 
(,0429) t I ,CJ07) t ( 0468) 
- .0579 C-EXP 
( .0207' • -l 
2SLS d .. 2 • .'5 R2 ... 9:~3 "'SE • .0)] 
C-GINCt., 112.77 + ~:~~~~}C-PRODt "'C-PRt(:~~~~ 1 C-t,YPTt 
Af--,-1 d ,. .66 R2 "' .9133 M:St. "'t.,;ss.8 
'\:neff lCient StCJnJ,1rd ert<JfS are in 
AL'; (Gutu~·t'~ressive J,•a,o;t squares;, 2'~L:, 
The ~sLl!l,allcW, te~nnll!lJC' u-.l'll t<' C'.timate parameters aTe 1nd1<.:ated as LS (least squares), 
c<'l'ltt,-i<;'r.t lS tepurred ,~~ Tht> ,Jurbtr.•\,'3tS<'n 
an.~ AT~ \.e>ut,.r..,gr~,;;ive- ti.'O st,tgt< least squares). The f1rst order autoregressive 
.l:Hi er,u1t1on r,r,ar -;rpMre !;'rror ("1SE) ,tre also reported. 
T~b Estl;lated E uat:lons for Tobacco Submode1 
T-ACt • -.0575 -(:~::~/-ACATDUMY +(:g~~~/-PRt_1 -(:g~~6)TIME 
7:~:~~) T-ACt-1 
ALS p • -.5419 d • 1.81 R2 .. ,815 HSE • ,0187 
(.1578) 
18 
T-STKt • 73.822 \: g~::) T-PRODt_1 + (~i :~~:~tARDUHY - ( :~!::) T..CJNCt_·1 
+ (: ~~!!) G-STKt_1 
ALS .. -.:l244 d"' 1.84 Rz"" .547 HSE • 2,360.6 
(.1676) 
T-MPURt • 9.030 + ~::~:~)POSTWARDUHY \:~~~~)T-GINCt_1 
- (:~~~~) US-H1tPit_1 
l$ d "" 2.33 R2 • .802 MSE • 2.921 
T-HSTKt • 7.126 \~ :~~!~/-MPURt \ :~~!~-,r-MSTKt-l 
2SLS d • 2.18 R2 • .875 MSE • 225.11 
T-VALA • . 980 + 11.1412 T-PRLA * T-AC 
t (.0040) t t 
ATS-1 d '"' 2.13 R2 • .999 MSE"' .623 
T-FEkTr • 29.0S8 -(:~!~~)US-FTPit_ 1 +(:~~~~)T-GINCt_ 1 +(:~g~~,r·~.Pt.t 
ATS-2 p • .3386 d,.. 2.06 R2 - .981 MSE • 4.514 
(.1045) 
T-LA.BR • 2. 561 + 462.1 )45 7-AC 
t (15.6740} t 
ALS p •• 8704 (.o;oo> d • 2.28 a
2 • .977 MSE • 380.88 
T-MACHt •(:~~~2; .0920 T-MSTKAVEt\:~~~~)T-MACHt_ 1 
ATS-1 d • 2.58 R2 • .967 HSE"" .718 
T-RE • 7.129 + .0586 T-VALA + 4.2802 TIME** ,5 
t (,0059) t (1.8718) 
ATS-l >• .... 3775 d = 1.15 R2 • ,973 MSE • 28.226 
(.05~0) 
T-FORt • 45.b44 -(:~:~~)t!S-MSrit_ 1 +(:~~~i,r·MSTKAVFt 
·1. 004 3 TIME 
( .. S429) 
ATS-2 P • , 5289 
(.1462) 
J • 2.01 a2 • .907 MSE "' 52.699 
T-HISCt • 58.755 \:~~~;)T~SPAl "(:~::~}US-FSPlt_ 1 
2 
ATS-2 1' ... 1586 d = 1.32 R ~ .972 MSE .. 11.478 
( .0852) 
T-lNTt • -.193 \:g~~~)f-STKAVEt 
ATS-2 p • -.3645 d,. 2.16 R2 .... 854 MSE .. 1.331 
(.JJ35) 
~::LecUPn 
T-PROD (1932-39) • 11. 7 .'l250 T-FERT~ 06041 T-LABR~ 38559 T-HACH~ 01978 
T-RETX'03977 
t 
T-PROD(L94Q-4 9) .. 45.63873 T-FERt~04570 T-LABR~34342 t-MACil~0138b 
T-R£'13224 T-FOR'06521 T-HISC'05163 T-INT'Ol654 
. t t t t 
T-RETX'OI065 
t 
T-PROD(l 950_58} • 49.47014 T-FERT~OJ709 T-LABR~J2l68 t-MACU~OZ04 5 
T-RETX. 01362 
t 
T-Rf.'20103 T-FOR'055L8 T-MISC'07527 T-INT'Ol00b 
t t t t 
T-RETX'Ol599 
t 
T-PRt • 22.774 \:~;~~}T-SPPRt -(:~~::) (T-SPYt- T·UTlLt-l) 
+(:~~~~)T-PRt_ 1 
ALS £ • .1812 d • 2.22 R2 • .794 MSE"' 15.068 
(.2970) 
i•CDt .. 785,31- 2.J7l.6 T-IKP + 5124 US PCDI + 16'7 T CD 
(.9109) t (:1587) - t (:17;8) - t-1 
LS d • 1.76 R2• • ,474 MSE • ll,9to8. 
T-CINVt • -1.967 -(;:~:~~)T-PRt +(:~~~~)T-PRODt +(:~!6~}1-·CINVt-l 
ATS-1 d • 1.74 R2 • .978 HSE ... 16,086. 
T-EXPt • 298,()52 ... (:~~~~)T-FRPDt_1 \~:~~~~)TIHt: +(:~~;;)T-F.XPt_ 1 
ALS • -,0890 d • 2.00 R2 • .527 MSE • 5.535.1 
(.2671) 
T-GINC • 37.342 + ,0092 T-PROD * T-PR 
t (.0011) t t 
A"'S-2 p • ,4601 d = 1.92 R2 • .902 HSF. • 7.255.4 
(.1377) 
aCoefficient standard eTrors ..lrt:! in parenth~S€». 'fhl: t·~.timation techni'lu~ used to t>Stimate parameters ;.re indicated as LS (lt>ast squares), 
ALS (autoregt·eS:sive least squares), 2SLS {two sta6e leo.1st SIJU.ue) i.ind ATS (autoregres~iVt! two staJOte least ~>quares). The fil"st order autC'!I"egressive 
coefficient is reported a~ L. The Durbin-Wat:son d statisth· .1nd equati•ln mean square t!l"ror (SE) are also ruported. 
'fable 8 Identity Equations for United States Submodel a 
US-ACt ~ FG-ACt + W-ACt + S-ACt + C-ACt + T-ACt 
+ o-Ac, 
US-STKt ~ 1-STKt + FG-STKt + W-STKt + S-STKt + C-STKt 
+ T-STKt + 0-STKt 
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US-STKAVlt • 1-STKAVEt + FG-STKAVEt + W-STKAVEt + S-STKAVEt 
+ C-STKAVEt + T-STKAVEt + D-STKAVEt 
l'S-MPURt ~ L-MPURt + FG-MPURt + W-MPURt + S-MPURt 
+ C-MPURt + T-MPURt + 0-MPURt 
US-MSTKt = L-hSTKt + FG-MSTKt + W-MSTKt + S-MSTKt 
+ C-MSTKt + T-MSTKt + 0-MSTKt 
US-MSTKAVEt = L-MSTKAVF t + FG-MSTKAVEt + W-MSTKAVEt 
+ S-MSTKAVEt + C-MSTKAVEt + T-HSTKAVEt 
+ O•MSTKAVEt 
US-VALAt • 1.-VALAt + FG-VAJ.At + W-VALAt + S-VALAt + 
+ C-VALAt + T-VALAt + Q-VALAt 
US-SPA • US-STKAVE + US-MSTKAVE + US-VALA 
t t t t 
US-FERTt = FG-FERTt + W-FERTt + S-VALAt + C-VALAt 
+ T-FERTt + 0-FERTL 
US-SEED, • FG-SF.EVt + W-SEEDt + S-SEEDt + C-SEEDt 
+ 0-SEEDt 
(continued) 
(Input Section continued} 
US-LABR • L-LABR + FG-LABR + 11-LABR + S-LABR + C-LABR 
t t t t t t 
+ T-LABRt + Q-LABRt 
U£-MACHt • L-MACHt + FG-MACHt + 11-MACHt + S-MACHt + C-MACHt 
+ T-MACHt + 0-MACHt 
US-FORt • 1-FORt + FG-FORt + 11-FORt + S-FORt C-FORt + T-FORt 
+a-FOR 
t 
US-MISCt • L-MJSCt + FG-MISCt + 11-M!SCt + S-MISCt + C-M!SC, 
+ T-MISCt + 0-MISCt 
US-INTt = I.-INTt + FG-INTt + W-INTt + S-INTt + C-INTt + T-INTt 
+ 0-INTt 
US-RETXt = L-RETXt + FG-RETXt + W-RETXt + 5-RETXt + C-RETXt 
+ T-RETXt + 0-RETXt 
US-ATEt • (US-FERTt + US-SEEDt + US-MACHt + US-R.Et + US-FORt 
+ US-MISCt + US-I NT t + US-RETX t + L-LPURt + L-FEED t) 
* US-ADJ 
t 
US-GINCt = 1-GINCt + FG-GINCt + 1~-GINCt + S-GlNCt + C-GINCt 
+ T-G!NCt + 0-GINCt 
8 Cnefficient standard errors arc in parentheses. The ~stimatiou technique used to estimate parameters are indicated as LS 
(least squares), ALS (autoregressive least squares). 2SLS (two stage least square) and ATS (autoregressive two stage least squares). 
The first order autoregressive •:oefficient is repC'rted as r,. The Durhin-Watson d statistic and equation mean square error are 
e l so reported, 
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perform on the real economic system can be conducted with a simulation 
model of the system. The model can be used to provide decision makers 
with information on the probable impact of a policy change on the real 
system before the change is introduced into the system itself. 
Econometric simulation models are not restricted by imposed optimi-
zation rules. The agricultural sector is influenced by a wide range of 
continuously changing forces, so that the agricultural economy can be 
considered to be in a constant stage of disequilibrium. Even if optimi-
zation is the utlimate goal of participants in the agricultural sector, 
uncertainty and other considerations influence the path that farmers 
take in moving toward an equilibrium position. The "feedback" charac-
teristic of simulation also adds realism to an agricultural policy model. 
A feedback loop exists when a realtionship takes as data part of the 
information generated in previous periods [26]. Simulation models that 
solve relations sequentially parallel the real economy where decisions 
of producers and consumers not only relate to current economic and tech-
nological environments but also are conditioned by past decisions and 
actions. 
The ability of simulation to link related subsectors and to utilize 
feedback information makes the technique extremely useful in tracing 
primary and secondary effects of alternative public policies. For 
example, the primary effects of increased price supports for corn would 
influence not only variables in the feed grain sector but also acreage 
planted to soybeans and wheat. Secondary impacts might occur as increased 
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income enabled feed grain farmers to purchase additional operating and 
durable inputs the following year. Four or five years might be needed 
for the model to work out all the indirect influences on the commodity, 
related commodities, and aggregate agriculture. 
Previous simulation studies 
During the last decade, simulation techniques have been used to 
study a wide range of economic problems. Simulation models of firms, 
industries, subeconomies, and economies have been developed. 
Duesenberry et al~ [6] and Holland and Gillespie [14] have developed 
simulation models of national economies, the former of the United States 
and the latter of India. Simulation models of farm firms have been 
constructed by Halter and Dean [11] and Zusman and Amiad [34]. Other 
firm models are reported by Cyert and March [5], Bonini [1], and 
Eisgruber [7]. Naylor [21] reviews additional models that have been con-
structed to simulate the behavior of nonagricultural firms and industries. 
Crom [3] has constructed a simulation model of the livestock meat 
economy. He used the model to appraise the effects of alternative margin 
levels, foreign trade policies, and price stabilization policies on the 
livestock industry. Craddock [2] presented a similar model. He investi-
gated the influence of the level of corn prices on the livestock economy. 
Shechter [25] attempts to analyze alternative government farm policies 
with a simulation model that integrates micro or firm behavior and macro 
or aggregate behavior in agricultureo 
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Simulation models of the United States agricultural economy have 
been developed by Lin [17] and by Tyner [31]. Both studies use simulation 
techniques to investigate the impact of alternative government policies 
on aggregate resource allocation and aggregate output and income in the 
agricultural sector. The model in this study extends the works of Lin 
and Tyner and draws upon earlier econometric studies of Heady and Tweeten 
[12], Helmers [13], Minden [19], and Scott [24]. 
The simulation mechanics of this study 
The computer program written to simulate the agricultural economy in 
this study includes the following: (a) the equivalent of econometric 
equations rewritten in FORTRAN computer language, (b) instructions to 
read-in initial data and data not generated within the system, (c) a 
facility to store generated data for later use, (d) a loop that instructs 
the computer to make the desired number of passes through the set of 
equations, and (e) instructions to print out the data generated in the 
system. 
The simulation process begins by reading into the computer the 
initial values of all explanatory variables not generated within the 
system. The computer program begins a pass through the econometric 
equations sequentially. The first equation of the livestock submodel 
is solved first using the data that was "read in" and the equation 
parameter estimates. The generated value is stored and the second 
equation in the livestock submodel is processed. The generated variable 
estimates are eligible for use in succeeding equations. (For example, 
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the first livestock equation estimates the value of livestock purchases 
in millions of 1947-1949 dollars. This estimate is used in the second 
livestock equation to help explain ending-year stocks of livestock). 
The remaining relations in the livestock pre-input section are solved 
and the results stored one after the other. The livestock input equations 
are treated next, followed by the processing of the output section of 
the livestock submodel. In turn, the computer generates estimates for 
equations in the pre-input, input, and output sections for feed grains, 
wheat, soybeans, cotton, and tobacco. Finally, the United States esti-
mates are built up from the respective commodity estimates. For example, 
total United States fertilizer demand is the sum of the fertilizer demand 
estimates for feed grains, wheat, soybeans, cotton, tobacco, and actual 
data on fertilizer used by all other crops. When the last United States 
estimate is calculated, one time-year for the agricultural economy has 
been described, and the computer returns to the livestock pre-input 
equations and starts the second year of analysis. 
To begin the simulation technique for the first period, we said 
starting values of all explanatory variables not generated within the 
system must be "read in." Explanatory variables include variables which 
influence the agricultural sector but whose values are determined outside 
the sector. These variables are called exogenous. A second type of 
explanatory variable used in the model includes variables whose values 
are determined within the system but in a previous time period. These 
variables are called time-lagged dependent variables. In the second and 
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succeeding periods of simulation analysis, the values for lagged dependent 
variables are not read in as given datao Rather, the stored dependent 
variable estimates that were generated by the simulator in the previous 
time period are retrieved and utilized appropriately. The computer makes 
as many cycles or 11passes 11 through the model equations as desired. 
Finally, the computer is instructed to print out on paper the calculated 
values of the dependent variables for each year. 
The feed grains submodel 
To illustrate the internal workings of the simulation model, the 
relationships and calculations in the feed grain submodel are briefly 
reviewed in this section. In so doing the simulation mechanics are 
traced through the three groups of relationships that appear in this and 
the other submodels; pre-input equations, input equations, and output 
equations. 
Pre-input equations: The purpose of the pre-input section (table 3) 
is to provide estimates of feed grain acreage, commodity stocks, machinery 
stocks, and the stock of physical assets needed in the input section to 
estimate input usage. Previous year simulation estimates of feed grain 
price, feed grain acreage, and wheat price, along with current-year actual 
data on acreage diversions, are used to estimate feed grain acreage in 
the current year. The acreage and price of land estimates determine the 
value of land used to produce feed grainso The simulated level of feed 
grain production for the previous year is utilized to estimate the farmer 
stock of grain. Beginning-year machinery stock and current-year machinery 
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purchases determine the level of ending-year machinery stock. The level 
of machinery purchases is calculated before the stock estimate and is 
influenced by gross receipts generated in the last iteration, the equity 
ratio of the preceding year, and a variable representing the temporary 
expansion of machinery purchases following World War II. 
Input eguations: The input section generates estimates of current-
year input levels to be fed later into Cobb-Douglas production functions. 
Determinants of resource use include predetermined variables, such as 
previous-year input prices, real estate tax rates, and variables that 
were processed in the pre-input section or were assigned values from the 
previous-year iteration of the simulation model. The feed grain acreage 
estimate (generated a few equations back in the pre-input section) appears 
in the seed and labor equations. The average stock of machinery estimate 
aids in calculating labor usage, machinery interest and depreciation 
expense, and fuel, oil, and repairs expenses. The value of land estimates 
appears in the real estate and real estate tax equations, while the stock 
of physical assets estimate is used in the fertilizer and miscellaneous 
expense relations. 
Output eguations: The final submodel section directly or indirectly 
uses all the information generated in the previous two sections. The 
input estimates, which are partially dependent on the simulated values 
for pre-input variables, are funneled into the appropriate feed grain 
production function. The resulting production estimate, along with carry-
in and imports, determines feed grain supply. The level of supply measured 
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against previous-year simulated commercial and export demand is used as 
a determinant of feed grain price. The feed grain price estimate and 
other variables, including the simulated level of livestock production 
units from the livestock submodel, determine the current-year disposition 
of feed grains. The final equation estimates feed grain gross income as 
a function of current-year production, price, and government payments. 
A similar simulation procedure is used for the remaining commodity sub-
models. 
Model validation 
For use in evaluating policies, predicted equations in a simulation 
model must be reasonably valid representations of the real system. 
To be valid, the structural and behavioral relationships in the model 
should be theoretically acceptable, and the procedures used to estimate 
structural coefficients should be consistent with statistical theory. 
Finally, the model should predict the behavior of the real system with 
reasonable accuracy [21, 22]. 
As in all econometric models, many theoretically acceptable speci-
fications are possible for each component relation. Economic theory, 
a priori knowledge of the agricultural sector, and specifications used 
in related research were used to suggest the set of potential explanatory 
variables for each dependent variable. Several model formulations were 
tried before selecting the final model specification. Procedures used to 
estimate structural coefficients allow varying degrees of correlation 
among successive within-equation disturbances and among between-equation 
disturbances. 
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Historical verification is used to indicate the model's overall 
predictive ability. In the validation run (simulation 1) the estimated 
model is simulated with no changes in parameter estimates or exogenous 
data to test the model's ability to predict actual variable levels of 
the agricultural sector between 1932 and 1967. As a measure of corre-
spondence between simulated and actual values, Theil coefficients [27] 
are calculated for each of the submodel dependent variables. The Theil 
coefficient is defined as: 
u 
where the actual observation at time t is denoted by At and the predicted 
value at time t is Pt. Table 9 contains the calculated Theil coefficients 
for selected variables in the commodity submodels. Tables 10 through 16 
present average levels for 1932-39, 1940-49, 1950-58, and 1959-67 of actual 
and estimated values from the validation run (denoted as SIM 1) for selected 
variables. Since estimated variable levels are summed across commodities, 
scatter diagrams were constructed for the aggregated variables to indicate 
the overall performance of the model (figure 2). 1 On the basis of the 
Theil coefficients and the scatter diagrams, it was concluded that the model 
reproduces historical data with sufficient accuracy to permit using the 
model to conduct simulation experiments. 
1Actual variable levels are used for non-model commodities. 
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Table 9. Calculated Theil-u coefficients for selected variables.a 
Category 
Acres 
Livestock purchases 
Ending calendar year 
commodity stocks 
Machinery purchases 
Ending calendar year 
machinery stocks 
Price of land 
Value of land 
Stock of physical 
assets 
Livestock feed 
Fertilizer and lime 
Seed 
Labor 
Machinery 
Real estate 
Fuel, oil, repairs 
Miscellaneous 
Interest on ending 
calendar year 
commodity stock 
Real estate taxes 
Nonlabor expenses 
Production 
Livestock production 
units 
Supply 
Livestock marketings 
Price 
Commercial demand 
Government inventory 
Commercial inventory 
Exports 
Gross income 
Live- Feed 
stock 
1.38 
1.25 
.83 
1.13 
. 68 
.75 
1.30 
1.27 
1.14 
.70 
1.11 
.70 
1.41 
.55 
1.08 
1.41 
1.28 
1. 25 
1.19 
grains Wheat 
.85 
.81 
.74 
.81 
.90 
.82 
.88 
.47 
1.38 
.82 
.87 
.75 
1.55 
.78 
.78 
.82 
.72 
.68 
1. 79 
.78 
1.00 
3.41 
.90 
2.12 
1.10 
.77 
1.12 
.84 
1.12 
.83 
.81 
.86 
.80 
.76 
.75 
1.09 
.80 
.79 
.80 
1.06 
.96 
.80 
.76 
1.29 
1.17 
.83 
1.30 
1.04 
1.31 
.83 
Soybeans 
1.41 
.80 
1.55 
1.19 
.97 
1.23 
1.19 
3.65 
1.54 
1.85 
1.20 
1.20 
1.02 
.69 
.78 
1.21 
1.18 
1.03 
1.33 
.75 
1.16 
1.04 
.70 
1.31 
Cotton Tobacco 
.84 
.87 
.71 
.81 
1.86 
1.13 
1.11 
1.50 
• 97 
.73 
.85 
1.07 
.78 
.98 
.80 
.96 
.99 
.87 
2.25 
.85 
1.54 
1.55 
.89 
.79 
.93 
.72 
.69 
.82 
.96 
1.02 
1.02 
1.03 
.94 
.73 
.90 
.94 
1.06 
1.13 
.70 
.82 
.97 
.71 
1.42 
.86 
.80 
1.30 
.90 
.98 
aThe Theil-u coefficient is defined as the sum of squared deviations of the 
actual and simulated values in the current year divided by the sum of the squared 
deviations of current and previous year actual observations. 
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fABLE 1~• AVERAGE LEV~LS OF SELECTED COTTON VARIABLES FOR ACTUAL AND SIMULATIONS 1 
THROUGH 8;, 1932-39, 19~0-49, 1950-58, 1959-67 
YEARS 
1932-39 
1940-49 
1950-58 
1959-67 
19~2-39 
1940-49 
1950-58 
1959-67 
1932-39 
1940-49 
1950-58 
1959-1>7 
1932-3~ 
1940-49 
1950-58 
1959-67 
1932-:!9 
1940-49 
1950-58 
1959-67 
1932-39 
1940-49 
1950-58 
19~9-67 
19!2-39 
1940-49 
1950-58 
1959-~7 
19?2-39 
1940-49 
1950-SB 
1959-67 
1932-39 
1940-4<;l 
1950-58 
1959-67 
1932-39 
1940-49 
1950-58 
1959-67 
1932-39 
1940-49 
1950-58 
1959-67 
1932-39 
1940-49 
1950-58 
1959-6 7 
1932-39 
1940-49 
1950-58 
1959-1>7 
1932-39 
1940-49 
1950-SB 
1959-67 
ACTUAL SIM SIM 2 SIM 3 SIM 4 SIM 5 SIM 6 SIM 7 SIM 8 
30.9 
22.4 
20.6 
14. 3 
5717.6 
4581.4 
5B82. 0 
6128.9 
59.3 
72.9 
138.6 
1B0.9 
70.9 
41.1 
?6.4 
27.6 
2857.6 
1972. 5 
1276.3 
605o 2 
76.9 
89o6 
135. <; 
too. s 
263o? 
2B.5 
2104.7 
277.5 
30.2 
24.7 
19.3 
13.4 
:?1. 3 
26.2 
22.4 
lB. 7 
ACRES !MILLION ACRESI 
30.4 30.2 30.2 
24.9 24,9 25.1 
19.4 19.6 20.1 
13.5 14.0 ~4.7 
30.2 
25.3 
20.3 
15.1 
30.2 
24.8 
19.4 
13.5 
STOCK 
5508.7 
5579.5 
6613.1 
5 029.7 
PHYSICAL ASSETS 
5042.2 5727.0 
4540,8 5775.2 
62104.3 6704.4 
61f0,3 50B9.3 
!MILLION 1947-49 DOLLARSI 
5500.3 550B.7 5500.3 5600,8 
5795.5 5957.9 6111.3 5778.0 
6926.4 7306,9 7455.6 6834.5 
5488.0 5733.5 5750.2 5163,5 
FERTILIZER EXPENSE !MILLION 
51.6 42.8 31.9 52.6 
93.4 76.8 71.0 56.5 
156,5 145.3 135.8 83.6 
143,6 164o1 126.2 3bo6 
1947-49 
51.6 
1 oo. 0' 
168.8 
157.1 
DOLLARS I 
52.6 
62.0 
93.2 
42.1 
SEED EXPENSE IMlLLION 1947-49 DOLLARSI 
68.7 
4B. 2 
35.7 
23.1 
2 854.6 
2Ct4, 2 
1206. 1 
602.4 
70.7 68.2 69.1 68.7 69.1 
52.9 47.4 53.1 49.2 54.0 
42.6 34.5 41.4 37.6 43.2 
36.5 22.2 26.4 26.3 29.2 
LABOR REQUIREMENTS I MILLION ~AN-HOURSI 
2952.9 2889.2 2B56o9 2854.6 2856.9 
2222.9 2103.4 2101.8 2081.3 2121.1 
1499.3 1241.8 1231.6 1240.7 1270,9 
1028.5 642.6 615.0 677.2 695.9 
~ACHINEPY tXPENSE !MILLION 1947-49 
78.7 
100.9 
139.1 
94.3 
DOLLAtotSI 
78.0 
93.7 
135.9 
96.8 
78.7 73.7 73.3 78.0 
97.7 84.3 91.0 91.2 
133.0 112.4 124.9 131.8 
B8.4 76.6 79.1 97.6 
REAL 
·253. 3 
255.5 
300.7 
229.4 
ESTATE 
231.0 
2010oB 
287.0 
288.0 
EXPENSE 
265.1 
21>6.1 
306,8 
234.1 
!MILLION 
253.0 
267.5 
315.9 
249.3 
1947-49 
253.3 
273.2 
333.0 
261.2 
DOLLARS I 
253.0 
282.2 
340.7 
261.2 
53.1 
96.8 
160.8 
146,3 
68.8 
48.5 
36.1 
23.3 
28 55.4 
2064.8 
1203.9 
601.3 
79.4 
99.7 
136.2 
91,0 
2 57.9 
21>5.1 
311.4 
235.8 
FUEL, OIL AND REPAIRS EXPENSE IMILLION 1947-49 DDLLARSI 
11.1 sc;.s 84.0 47.9 B6.7 99.8 B6.7 90.6 
156.4 147.0 
190.2 193.0 
14B.O 136.5 
131.0 107.2 76.0 150.7 78.9 149.4 
1f:8o1 154o8 96ol 200o4 101.0 196e9 
122.2 99.4 26.7 143.6 27.3 139.6 
214.3 
201.6 
256.7 
297.7 
26.3 
15.4 
20.3 
20.9 
52.2 
25.3 
29.0 
31. a 
12.7 
12.0 
13.4 
13.4 
18.07 
28.109 
29.45 
20.69 
1300.5 
1987.3 
22?2. 3 
1770.3 
MISCELLANEOUS 
209.3 192.9 
231.3 194.9 
289.4 277.2 
255.0 294.6 
INTEREST ON 
zs.o 25.1 
20.6 20.4 
18.1 19.1 
19.6 20.0 
EXPENSE 
190.2 
211.7 
2t8.3 
236.6 
I MILLION 
21 o. 7 
238.6 
278,6 
210.7 
STOCKS I MILLION 
25.3 25.0 
21.3 20.9 
1B.4 19.0 
20.0 20.9 
1947-49 
209.3 
244.6 
313.7 
279.7 
1947-49 
25.0 
21.3 
19.4 
22.1 
DOLLARS I 
210.7 212.5 
249.7 238.3 
297.1 297.2 
219.9 259.7 
DOLLARS I 
25.0 
21.5 
19.9 
22.5 
24.9 
20.4 
17.8 
19.3 
REAL ESTATE TAX 
50.5 45.9 
30.5 25.0 
33.1> ?2.1 
25.7 32.7 
EXPENSE !MILLION 
52.B 50.4 
32.0 32.0 
34.3 35.4 
26.2 28.0 
1947-49 
50.5 
32.8 
37.3 
29.5 
DOLLARS I 
50.4 51.3 
33.9 31.7 
38.2 34.8 
29.5 26.4 
12.1 
12.9 
13.7 
11.9 
18.43 
27.98 
27. 58 
20.93 
1289.0 
2074,4 
2169. 3 
1579,4 
PRODUCTION 
11.4 10.8 
12.4 12.2 
14.1 13.3 
(MILLION 
12.1 
12.1 
12.6 
BALES I 
12.1 
11.5 
10.5 
14.7 11.4 9.1 
a. 86 
8.62 
8.62 
e.61 
PRICE !CENTS PER 
24.56 18.46 
32.42 33.44 
30.14 34.73 
23.63 36.32 
6.1 
POUND I 
18.43 
37.25 
47.29 
51.95 
12.1 
10.6 
"· 5 4.4 
1B.46 
42.69 
53.47 
60.84 
GROSS INCOME !MILLION 1947-49 DOLLARSI 
658.7 1501.4 1287.4 1289.0 1287.4 
f:66.5 2252.0 2306.9 2398.2 251>0.7 
768.0 2289.6 2469,7 2752.6 2806.8 
7~2.2 1688.3 1966.3 1926.5 1659.9 
12.3 
13.1 
13.9 
12.1 
19.56 
30.43 
30.33 
23.35 
1378.1 
2274.2 
2404.6 
1761.0 
30o1 
24.6 
19.2 
13.3 
5419.2 
5386.4 
6398.5 
4900.5 
50.1 
90.0 
152.2 
141.1 
68.6 
48.0 
35.4 
22.8 
28 53.8 
2063.5 
1207,9 
603.2 
78.1 
'15.8 
129.9 
85.9 
248.9 
246.:< 
290.4 
223.2 
89.1 
144.7 
189.3 
133.5 
206.1 
224.5 
281.9 
250.5 
25.0 
20.7 
18.~ 
20.0 
49.6 
29.4 
32.4 
24.9 
11.9 
12.7 
13.6 
11.7 
17.29 
25.53 
24.83 
18.51 
1202.4 
1679.0 
1939.7 
1403.5 
34 
TABLE 15o AVERAGE LEVELS OF SELECTED TOBACCO VARIABLES FOR ACTUAL AN~ SI"ULAT!ON~ 1 
THROUGH a;, 1932-39, 1940-49, 1950-SB, 1959-67 
YEARS 
19~2-39 
1940-49 
1950-58 
1959-67 
1932-39 
1940-49 
1950-58 
1959-67 
1932-39 
1940-49 
1950-Sa 
1959-67 
1932-39 
1940-49 
1950-5a 
1959-67 
1932-39 
1940-49 
195o-5a 
1959-67 
!932-39 
1940-49 
l950-5a 
1059-67 
1932-39 
1940-49 
19S0-5a 
1959-67 
1932-39 
1940-49 
1950-5a 
1959-67 
19'32-39 
1940-49 
1950-5a 
1959-67 
19~2-39 
1940-49 
l950-5a 
1959-67 
1932-39 
1940-49 
1950-51! 
1959-67 
19?2-39 
1940-49 
1950-58 
1959-67 
1932-39 
1940-49 
1950-58 
1959-67 
ACTUAL S1M 1 SIM 2 SIM 3 SlM 4 SlM 5 SIM 6 SIM 7 SIM B 
1.6 
1o6 
1o 5 
1.1 
1677.5 
1855.2 
2293.3 
2428.5 
16.6 
33.3 
45.3 
51.7 
632.1 
727.a 
703.6 
536.6 
6o6 
llol 
17.2 
15.3 
l0lo4 
120.1 
154.7 
157.6 
1. 5 
1.7 
1o6 
1o1 
ACRES (MILLION ACRES! 
1o5 1o6 lo5 1o5 
lo4 loB 1o7 lo7 
1ol 1o7 lo7 1o6 
0.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 
1.5 
1. 7 
1.7 
1o3 
lo5 
1.7 
1o 7 
lo1 
STOCK 
1597.2 
1990o2 
2 51 o. 2 
2421.5 
PHYSICAL ASSETS 
1597.2 1599.9 
1307.2 2112.8 
1245.0 2606.3 
13aa. 2 2493. a 
CMILLION 1947-49 DOLLARSI 
1593.2 1597.2 1593.2 1597.2 
19ao.s 2042.7 2032.7 2129.9 
2657o7 2465.6 26l4o8 2716o9 
2659.a 2741.1 29a5.4 25a0.4 
FERTlLilfR EXPENSE CMlLLION 
16.8 16.a 12.1 17.0 
~4.1 23.1 31.4 26.6 
47.a 2a.o 45.5 36.6 
50.9 34.7 4a.a 34.5 
1947-49 
16~a 
34.8 
~6.6 
54.0 
DOLLARS I 
17.0 
27.3 
35.7 
n.6 
601.9 
751.6 
756. a 
504.6 
LABOR REQUIREMENTS (MILLION ~AN-HOURSI 
601.9 61a.a 600.9 601.9 600.9 
6~7.9 aoo.1 762.7 759.6 771.1 
511.0 785.5 802.3 761.0 807.4 
335.9 522.0 555.3 574.5 627.3 
MACHINERY EXPENSE (MILLION 
7.1 7.1 6.5 7.0 
11.2 9.5 10.2 10.5 
16.6 11.2 15.7 15.7 
14.5 9.1 13.5 14.9 
REAL 
98.9 
125.9 
163.2 
162.2 
ESTATE EXPENSE 
96.9 
84.6 
e8.4 
101.9 
99.6 
134.0 
169.6 
167.1 
C Ml LLION 
98.7 
125.8 
172.7 
176.4 
1947-49 
7.1 
11.2 
16o 5 
14.5 
1947-49 
98.9 
129. 1 
160.7 
181.6 
DOLLARS I 
7. 0 
10.5 
15.6 
14. a 
DOLLARS I 
96.7 
129.0 
170.3 
196.2 
16.8 
36.0 
50.6 
53.0 
601.9 
780.5 
793.4 
529.6 
7.1 
11.4 
17.2 
15.1 
s8.9 
134.2 
175.3 
171.4 
FUEL, OIL AND REPAIRS EXPENSE (MILLION 1947-49 OOLLARSI 
l8o3 22o4 22.4 12.0 21.6 22.4 21.6 22.4 
53.1 46.2 39.5 34.8 27.7 46.2 27.7 47.1 
62.6 64. 5 43.6 54.2 ~e.1 64.0 37.7 67.o 
57.7 53.7 32.9 43.3 25.4 53.5 25.1 55.9 
34.4 
42.6 
62.5 
79.6 
15.6 
14.0 
9.2 
a. a 
14. a 
10.6 
12.9 
13.6 
1 '346. e 
1685. 0 
2076.9 
2044.7 
32.49 
48.34 
45.84 
44.54 
427.7 
850.3 
95a. 7 
905.6 
MISCELLANEOUS 
34.6 :?4. 6 
45.7 28.5 
66.6 34.7 
78.3 52.3 
INTEREST ON 
14.3 14.3 
14.1 16.6 
a. 6 12. 5 
9.2 12.1 
EXPENSE 
25.7 
39.1 
60.2 
72.7 
STOCKS 
14.1 
13.7 
8.4 
9.0 
I MILLION 
34.7 
45.3 
62.4 
62.4 
(MILLION 
14.3 
I4.0 
e.2 
a. 1 
1947-49 
34.6 
47.0 
65olt 
86.4 
1947-49 
14.3 
14.0 
8.6 
a.4 
DOLLARS I 
34.7 
46.6 
61.3 
70.6 
DOLLARS I 
14.3 
14.0 
8.1 
7. 9 
34.6 
49.2 
11. a 
82.3 
14.3 
13.9 
8.3 
9. 0 
REAL ESTATE TAX 
14.3 14.3 
11.6 7.1 
14o4 6o1 
13.6 7.1 
EXPENSE 
14.4 
12.6 
15.1 
14.1 
I MILLION 
l'to2 
11.6 
15.4 
15.1 
1947-49 
14.3 
11.9 
14.1 
15.7 
DOLLARS I 
11to2 11to3 
11.9 12.5 
15.1 15.7 
17.2 14.6 
1317.5 
1 703. 8 
2160.2 
2011.9 
30.34 
51.16 
46.88 
4?.05 
PRODUCTION 
1317.5 1216.2 
144<,.e 1695.0 
1546.7 2156.5 
1482.1 2005.0 
(MILLION 
131'5.0 
1638.3 
2118.2 
1967.7 
PRICE CCENTS PER 
30.34 31.71 30.31 
31.29 52.82 52.03 
26.61 47.64 48.75 
26.66 43.58 44.91 
POUNDS I 
1317.5 
1755.2 
2008.9 
1918.6 
POUND I 
30.34 
~1.16 
4.8. 09 
46.13 
1315.0 
1682.5 
1976. 3 
1859.0 
30.31 
52.10 
49.91 
48.20 
!317.5 
175~~ 9 
2244.4 
2083.4 
30.34 
52.80 
lo1. 93 
43.88 
438.9 
86o.o 
1006.2 
869.3 
GROSS INCCMf !MILLION 191t7-49 DOLLARS! 
436.9 425.9 437.7 436.9 43,7.7 
486.7 902.0 862.4 904.a 886.0 
477.9 1019.9 1024.3 961.6 980.4 
433oa 676o3 a85.4 666o6 896o6 
43a.9 
931o4 
1064.9 
913.6 
1.5 
1.6 
1. 5 
1.0 
1597.2 
1859.2 
2314.2 
2267.1 
16o8 
32.3 
45.1 
49.8 
601.9 
722.8 
720.0 
479.5 
9~.9 
118.1 
151.7 
153.3 
22.4 
45.3 
62.0 
51.5 
34.6 
42.4 
61.6 
71t.4 
l1to3 
10.8 
13.1 
12.6 
1317.5 
1654.1 
2076.3 
1940.2 
30.34 
49.51 
45.!!2 
42.23 
438.9 
a30o4 
949.1 
825.9 
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Simulation Results 
Changes in certain exogenous data and selected parameters are now 
made ir. the model to gain knowledge on what would have occurred in the 
agricultural sector under alternative conditions. These "experiments" 
provide post-priori indications of the effects of different levels of 
government policy and other variables on resource use and farm income. 
Results of the historical simulations are also useful in evaluating the 
likely consequences of implementing new government policies in the future. 
The results from seventeen simulation runs are reported. The first 
simulation, or validation run, was briefly discussed in the previous 
section. The results from the other simulations are presented here. 
Conditions simulated include: (a) the removal of government price and 
income support programs, (b) increases in input prices, (c) restrictions 
on production elasticities, (d) variations in commodity support prices, 
and (e) limitations on acreages. The variable levels generated in each 
of the simulation models will be compared to variable level estimates of 
the validation run rather than to actual data. To conserve space, the 
results will be reported and discussed for averages of at least eight 
years. 
Free market (simulation 2) 
To see how agriculture would have fared under free market conditions, 
all government policy variables are set to zero in simulation 2. The 
estimated results, assuming no price supports, no diversions of excess 
production, no acreage allotments or diversions, and no government payments, 
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are reported for selected variables in tables 10 through 16 under column 
heading SIM 2. The tabulated estimates are variable averages for 1932-39, 
1940-49, 1950-58, and 1959-67. 
The initial or first-year response to the removal of government 
programs is an increase in c·rop acreage and production. As these addition-
al supplies reach the market, crop prices decline. Inelastic demands 
cause prices to drop by a larger percentage than supplies increase result-
ing in lower gross incomes. Faced with lower prices and incomes, farmers 
begin to reduce production. Simulation results indicate this reduced pro-
duction is not accomplished by taking land out of production, but rather 
by applying fewer resources to each acre. Reduced resource use is par-
tially in response to lower crop prices, but capital limitations also play 
an important role. Typically, the level of resources used by farmers is 
not the quantity that sets the value of the marginal product for each 
resource equal to its price. While the reasons for this less-than-effi-
cient use of resources are many, often times the equilibrium level of 
resource use is prohibited by capital limitations. The reduced incomes 
and lower land values in the absence of government programs decrease 
internally generated capital and erode farmers' borrowing base. 1 This 
1The model was modified slightly to allow the utilization of "feedback" 
information on gross income levels to aid in determining land prices. The 
land prices generated in simulation 1 are used as base data to calculate land 
prices in the other simulation models. The simulation 1 current-year price of 
land estimate for each crop is adjusted by a proportion of the difference 
between the simulation 1 estimate of the crop's gross income estimate for the 
previous year and the comparable gross income estimate in the simulation under 
consideration. To obtain the proportions, the price of land for each crop 
continued 
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tightening of capital constraints reduces the quantity of resources 
farmers can afford. Farmers rely more on the nonpurchased inputs, such 
as land and labor, and less on fertilizer, pesticides, and more efficient 
machines in their production activities. 
Even though production for most crops declines with the removal of 
government programs (after the second or third year), supplies are larger 
than will clear the market at prices that existed when the government pro· 
grams were in operation. These lower prices depress incomes throughout 
the 1932-67 period of analysis. The assumed removal of acreage diversions 
and allotments causes acreage increases for feed grains, wheat, and cotton 
during the last period of analysis, 1958-67, to more than offset reductions 
in input use per acre. The resulting increases in supplies further depress 
prices and gross incomes during the 1958-67 period. 
In contrast to the other crops, soybean production estimates in the 
free market model are above the validation run levels throughout the entire 
1932-67 period. Lower prices for feed grains are translated into increased 
soybean acreages via the soybean acreage function. Over the 1932-67 period, 
the soybean production estimate is 6.4 percent higher, but the soybean 
acreage estimate is 35.5 percent ab~ve simulation 1 results. Less pro-
ductive land would likely be drawn into soybean production in addition to 
the use of less resources per acre. The implied soybean yield per acre in 
footnote 1 continued from page was regressed on the one-year lag of 
the respective crop's gross income variable using observed data from 1930-67. 
The coefficient estimates associated with the lagged gross income variables 
for each of the crops became the proportions. The estimated coefficients 
on the lagged gross income variables were: .054 for feed grains, .024 for 
wheat, .074 for soybeans, .018 for cotton, and .083 for tobacco. 
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the validation run is 22.4 for the 1932-67 period, while the comparable 
average yield in simulation 2 is 17.7. 
The number of livestock production units increases somewhat in 
response to lower feed prices. The index of livestock marketings is 4.7 
percent higher than the validation run for the 1932-67 period, while the 
index of livestock prices declines 8.0 percent. 
Crop price estimates under free market conditions are lower by 46.0 
percent for feed grains, 29.8 percent for wheat, and 21.1 percent for 
soybeans for the 1932-67 period. 
Gross incomes by commodities and for the entire agricultural sector 
are estimated to have been substantially lower in the absence of govern-
ment programs. Gross income estimates for feed grains during the 1932-
67 period declined 26.9 percent from the simulation 1 level. Cotton and 
tobacco gross income estimates show the largest percentage drop at 59.6 
and 43.2 percent, respectively. Nationally, total gross farm income 
estimates average $3.7 billion lower than the simulation 1 results during 
the 1932-67 period ($27.5 billion and $23.8 billion for simulations 1 
and 2, respectively). Since total production expenses do not drop pro-
portionally, annual net income estimates decline by nearly one-third from 
$10.6 billion to $7.3 billion on the average for the 1932-67 period. 
National estimates for all of the resource-use categories are lower 
except for seed and labor~ Estimated fertilizer and lime demand for the 
1932-67 period is down 6.0 percent from the simulation 1 level, and during 
the 1940-49 period fertilizer and lime expenditures (in constant 1947-49 
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4ollar~) are 13 percent below the validation run estimates. Because of 
decreased machinery purchases and lower machinery stocks, machinery 
expense estimates are down 5 percent. The real estate expense, fuel, 
oil, and repairs expense, miscellaneous expense, interest on crop and 
livestock stocks, and real estate tax estimates range from 3.6 to 2.5 
percent below simulation 1 results. The high complementary relationship 
between seed expense and crop acreages causes the seed expense estimates 
in the free market model to be above the v~lidation run results. 
Many proponents of returning agriculture to free market conditions 
contend that government programs have slowed the outmigration of farm 
labor to nonfarm employment and thus hindered needed resource adjustme~ts. 
The results of this study indicate, however, that the outflow of labor 
from agriculture is larger with the historic farm programs in operation 
than would have occurred under free markets. The apparent reason for 
this rather surprising result revolves around capital limitations and 
other manifestations of uncertainty typically found in agriculture. 
Apparently, increased income and higher and more stable prices resulting 
from government programs have provided the capital and security efficient 
farmers have needed to substitute machines and other highly productive 
capital inputs for their own and hired labor (12, 31). To realize 
economies of scale associated with larger machinery, these farmers have 
expanded their operations by securing land operated by other farmers who 
have retired or transferred to off-farm jobs. As a result, agriculture 
uses less labor on fewer but larger farms. The magnitude of these changes 
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appears to be greater than would have occ~rred in the absence of farm 
programs. 
It seems clear that acreage diversion and price support program~ of 
the federal government have accelerated the adoption of new production 
techniques, increased the use of fertilizer, and aided in the mechanization 
of agriculture. Simulation results suggest that this shift from labor to 
capital intensive techniques would have occurred without government pro-
grams but at a slightly slower pace. 
Changes in input prices and production elasticities 
Modern agriculture has been transformed from a labor to a capital 
intensive industry. Changes in the relative prices of labor and capital, 
technical development of capital items, increases in adoption rates, and 
possibly security provided by farm programs have caused farmers to use 
more capital and less labor in agricultural production. The decline in 
the real price of many capital inputs for agriculture has resulted from 
technological improvement and competition in firms and industries that 
produce these inputs. 
In simulation 3 through 6, input prices and input production elastic-
ities are altered from their observed values. Information on the influence 
of input prices and productivities on resource use, commodity prices, and 
incomes is very useful. Surpluses and low returns in agriculture have 
occurred because the productivity of resources used by producers has 
increased and the quantity of these resources used is large relative to 
the demand for agricultural products. 
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One method of t~ducing output is to reduce the quantity of resources 
devoted ~o agricul~ural proquction. Acreage allotments and diversions 
have Qeen ~sed to reduce the land input. But output does not decline in 
Pr9portion to land withdrawn. Farmers usually take their less productive 
land out o~ pr9auction. More importantly, the capital and labor formerly 
u~ed on the idled land is transferred to the remaining crop acres. 
Furthermore, pqyment~ maqe to ~armers for idling land provides farmers 
with the wherewithal to b~y more capital inputs. The result of these 
factors is that farmers apply the larger amounts of capital inputs to the 
nonidled land, causing the anticipated output reduction from the idled 
land to be offset by greater output from the remaining land. 
Control of inputs has centered on land since land withdrawals are 
relatively ~asy to police. While agricultural programs could be directed 
at reducing the quantities of capital and labor used, quota systems on 
these inputs would be difficult to enforce. Redu~tions in the use of 
capital inputs could be accomplished indirectly by raising input prices. 
The government could levy taxes on the producers of capital inputs which 
would be passed along to farmers in the form of higher prices. Higher 
input prices would encourage the use of less-capital inputs, thereby 
reducing production and increasing commodity prices, incomes, and resource 
rettJrns. 
Output increases could also be slowed by reducing investments in 
measures that increase farm resour~e productivity. Public financial 
support for researching and communicating new farm technologies could be 
reduced or even eliminqted. 
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Increasing input price~ and (or) slowing technological advance as a 
means of reducing production (or dampening production increa~es) anq 
improving income have very serious drawbacks. Both conflict with the 
natural forces of economic growth. Agricultural policy should facilitate, 
not retard, long-run adjustments in the optimal mix of national resources 
used in farm and nonfarm sectors as well as encourage least cpst resource 
use within the farm sector, Artificial increases in input prices and 
limits on technologica~ progress are at odds with accepted national goals 
of economic growth an4 of providing consumers with desired goods at least 
res our,ce cost. 
Furthermore, at this point in time, attempts to slow technological 
advances would be less than completely successful. While at one time most 
of the research and knowledge dissemination was carried on by government 
agencies, most of these activities are now in the hands of priva~e industry, 
But the fact remains that the initial investments in activities to increase 
the productivity of farm inputs originated in the public sector. The privat,e 
sector utilized and enlarged the knowledge base generated within public 
institutions and agencies. 
Technological progress influences the marginal physical productivities 
of farm inputs and hence the position and shape of agricultural production 
functions. For information purposes, simulation runs are made that assume 
the crop production functions derived for the 1932-39 period in this study 
had remained in use through 1967. The results of these simulations are 
discussed in the following sections. First, however, simulations which 
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inv~$tigat~ th~ impa~ts of increased inp~t priGes on the agricultural 
sector are discussed. 
Input prices increased by 10 percent (simulation 3): In this 
simulation all input prices that aid in determining the input demand 
levels are increased by 10 percent. Input prices used in the model are: 
price of machinery, price of fertilizer, price of motor supplies, price 
of farm supp~ies, and the prices of wheat and cotton seed. All prices 
are deflated by the implicit Gross National Product deflator and are in 
index form (1947-49 = 100). The price of farm supplies is employed in 
each of the commodity miscellaneous expense equations. The price of 
motor supplies appears in all of the fuel, oil, and repairs expense 
equations except for soybeans. Similarly, the price of fertilizer is 
used in each of the crop fertilizer demand functions with the exception 
of soybeans. Only the tobacco and cotton machinery purchases equations 
contain the price of machinery, w~ile the seed price variables are 
specific to the wheat and cotton seed demand functions. The results of 
simulation 3 are reported in tables 10 through 16 under column heading 
SIM 3. 
As expected, simulation results indicate that producers lower input 
usage and production in the face of higher input prices. Production 
estimates during the 1959-67 period are lower by 3 m~llion tons for fee4 
grains, 24 million bushels for wheat, 6 million bushels for soybeans, 500 
thousand bales for cotton, and 7 million pounds for tobacco. 
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During the 1959-67 period, fertilizer and lime demands for feed grains, 
wheat, soybeans, cotton, and tobacco drop from their respective simulation 1 
levels by the following percentages: 8.1, 7.9, 1.0, 2.1, 12.2, and 4.1. 
Nationally, fertilizer demand is $119 million, or 5.3 percent lower than 
the validation run estimate for the 1959-67 period. 
The fuel, oil, and repairs expense and miscellaneous expense estimates 
are down by 5 and 4 percent, respectively, for the United States in the 
1959-67 period. Livestock, cotton and tobacco, and fuel, oil, and repairs 
expense levels are 14, 27, and 19 percent lower, respectively, in 1959-67. 
Miscellaneous expenses decline by 6 percent for feed grains, by about 7 
percent for wheat, cotton, and tobacco, and by 4 percent for livestock and 
soybeans. 
Lower production estimates result in higher crop prices. The price 
of feed grains increases from $33.19 per ton in simulation 1 to $34.54 
during 1959-67; wheat p-rices increase from $1.35 per bushel to $1.40 per 
bushel; soybean prices rise from $1.84 per bushel to $1.87 per bushel. 
Lower livestock production resulting from the increased feed grain prices 
causes the index of livestock prices to increase from 62.4 in simulation 
1 to 63.1 in 1959-67. Because of lower capital input demand levels 
associated with higher input prices, total United States production 
expenses are lower by $410 million for the 1959-67 period compared to 
simulation 1 results. 
With inelastic demands, the increases in commodity prices are pro-
portionally larger than the reductions in commodity outputs. Uence, gross 
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incomes are higher, although modestly. The average national gross farm 
income estimate for 1959-67 is up $289 million ($30,674.1 million in 
simulation 1 and $30,963.5 million in this simulation). Total net farm 
income increased from $9.8 to $10.5 billion or 7 percent. 
Table 17 shows three price elasticity estimates for fertilizer, 
fuel, oil, and repairs expense, and miscellaneous expense for certain 
commodities. The first row of numbers for each input category uses the 
"everything else held constant" elasticity concept that is presented in 
all of the elementary economics textbooks. These static or short-run 
elasticity estimates are derived from the econometric equations presented 
earlier. For example, the feed grain fertilizer elasticity with respect 
to price is calculated by multiplying the coefficient of the price of 
fertilizer in the feed grain fertilizer equation by the ratio of the 
1930-67 average price of fertilizer to the 1930-67 average level of feed 
grains fertilizer demand. The first row of elasticities under each input 
category indicates the percentage change in input demand associated with 
a 1 percent change in the input's own price, everything else held constant. 
The numbers in the second rows under the input groupings are the 
"long-run" price elasticities of demand. These long-run elasticities 
again assume that output prices, technology, and the prices of all other 
inputs remain constant; however, time is allowed to elapse. The time 
that is needed to overcome entrenched habits, institutional and psychological 
resistance to change, and other barriers to immediate and complete adjust-
ments in input usage to price changes is assumed to have elapsed. Long-run 
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Table 17. Estimated static, long-run and model elasticities of demand 
with respect to price for fertilizer and lime, fuel, oil and 
repairs and miscellaneous inputs for selected commoditiesa 
Fertilizer and lime 
Static 
Long-run 
Hodel 
Fuel, oil, repairs 
Static 
Long-run 
Hodel 
Hiscellaneous 
Static 
Long-run 
Hodel 
Feed 
Livestock grains Wheat Soybeans Cotton Tobacco 
- .52 
-2.49 
-2.18 
- .68 
- .82 
- .85 
b 
b 
b 
- .33 
-2.27 
-1.79 
- • 7 2 
-1.03 
-1.01 
- .94 
-2 .,36 
-1.78 
-1.46 
c 
-1.23 
-1.05 
-1.39 
-1.17 
- .47 
-1.24 
-1.08 
-1.17 
-2.17 
-1.79 
-1.91 
-2.12 
-2.74 
-1.02 
c 
- .79 
-1.03 
c 
- . 76 
-1.57 
c 
-2.25 
-1.63 
c 
-1.20 
aThe static and long-run elasticities are computed from the econo-
metric equations at the 1930-67 variable means. The "model elasticity" 
estimates are based on Simulation 3 results in which input prices were 
increased by 10 percent. 
blnput price did not appear in the econometric equation (of course, 
the livestock model did not contain a fertilizer and lime equation). 
cLong-run elasticity estimate could not be computed because the 
lagged input demand variable did not appear in the econometric equation. 
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input demand elasticities can be calculated from econometric equations 
that contain the lagged dependent variable as well as the input's price 
as explanatory variables. Subtracting the coefficient estimate of the 
lagged dependent variable from 1.0 gives the adjustment rate; that is, 
the proportion of the adjustment in input demand in response to a price 
change that occurs in one year. Dividing the static input demand elas-
ticity by the adjustment rate yields the full or long-run response of 
input demand to a change in input price. 
The results from simulation 3 provide us with a third measure of the 
responsiveness of input demand to changes in own price. The response of 
input demand to a change in its price derived from the simulation model 
not only allows lags in adjustment but also includes feedback influences 
on input demand resulting from changes in output price. The static and 
long-run elasticity estimates assume constant output price. In reality, 
output price will likely change. A reduction in the usage of a highly 
productive input, such as fertilizer, resulting from an increase in 
(fertilizer) price, lowers output. The lower output level stimulates the 
average price received by farmers and, with inelastic demand, gross 
income increases. The higher output price and the lifting of capital 
restraints, made possible from higher incomes, tend to increase input 
demand somewhat in succeeding years. Hence, the feedback influence of 
higher output price and incomes on input demand is allowed to operate in 
the simulator model. 
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Attempts to use simulation 3 results to estimate changes in the 
demand of a particular input associated with a change in price of that 
input are obstructed somewhat by the assumed changes in other input 
prices. We would rather keep other input prices constant and measure 
the direct and indirect effects of a change in the price of a particular 
input on the usage of that input. In the interest of economy and brevity, 
simulation 3 results are used. The response estimates are also biased 
somewhat because of the indirect influence that commodity price and 
incomes exert on input demands. Commodity price (lagged one year) enters 
the model primarily via the acreage function. The level of gross income 
(lagged one year) influences the level of machinery purchases and land 
prices. Estimates of machinery purchases are used to estimate machinery 
stock levels. The acreage and land price estimates are employed to 
estimate the value of land and buildings. The average stock of machinery 
and the stock of physical assets (the sum of average machinery and average 
commodity stocks and the value of land) are the variables that are used 
to help determine input demands. Hence, output price and incomes are 
not used directly in the input demand equations, but their influences are 
funneled in through the stock of machinery and physical asset variables. 
The results in table 17 indicate that when the influence of commodity 
prices and incomes are taken into account, the net influence of a change 
in the price of an input on its usage is generally lower than the "long~ 
run" estimate which assumes ceteris paribus conditions. 
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Input prices set at 1932-39 average level (simulation 4): !n this 
simulation, input prices are again altered from their historic values. 
The input prices that were increased by 10 percent in the last model are 
held at their 1932-39 average levels in this simulation. The real prices 
of certain capital inputs declined substantially over the 1932-67 period. 
Reductions in prices of fertilizer, motor supplies, and farm supplies are 
the most striking. The 1932-39 average of the index of fertilizer prices 
(1947-49 = 100), deflated by the implicit GNP deflator, was 129.2 while in 
1967 the index stood at 70.8. The 1932-39 average price indexes for motor 
supplies and farm supplies were 134.6 and 107.6, respectively, while in 
1967 these prices had dropped to 85.9 and 77.4. The deflated index of 
machinery prices increased from the 1932-39 average of 114.3 to 128.3 in 
1967. Wheat and cotton seed price indexes increased from their 1932-39 
averages of 62.2 and 56.2 until the late 1940s or early 1950s and then 
declined again to 82.6 and 88.0, respectively, in 1967. 
Simulation 4 investigates the impacts on agricultural resources, 
production and incomes, assuming that the historical increases in capital 
productivity had occurred but selected input prices had remained at their 
1932-39 average level. Tables 10 through 16 contain the perigd averages 
for 1932-39, 1940-49, 1950-58, and 1959-67 of simulation 4 results under 
column heading SIM 4. 
With the index of fertilizer prices held at its 1932-39 average, the 
quantity of fertilizer and lime demanded is substantially lower. Feed 
grain fertilizer and lime estimates drop by over one-third for the 1940-49 
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and 1959-67 periods and by nearly one-half during 1950-58. Wheat 
fertilizer and lime levels are one-half the simulation 1 estimates for 
each of the three periods. During the 1959-67 period, cotton fertilizer 
and lime estimates average 74 percent below simulation 1 results. The 
United States fertilizer and lime demand estimate for 1959~67 is down 
by 33 percent from the validation run estimate. 
Fuel, oil, and repairs expense and miscellaneous expense estimates 
after 1940 are also considerably below simulation 1 estimates for certain 
commodities. For example, the level of wheat fuel, oil, and repairs 
expense declines by 38 percent during the 1959-67 period and wheat 
miscellaneous expense decreases by 17 percent. United States estimates 
are 19 percent lower for fuel, oil, and repairs expense and 13 percent 
lower for miscellaneous expense for the 1959-67 period as compared to 
simulation 1 results. 
The reductions in use of these highly productive inputs reduces 
production for all crops during the last three periods. For 1959-67, 
feed grain production drops from 148.7 million tons in the validation run 
to 133.7 million tons or a decrease of 10 percent. Wheat production is 
11 percent lower, soybean production is down 4 percent, and cotton 
production drops 24 percent for the last period of analysis. 
Prices and gross incomes increase from 1959 to 1967. The ~verage 
price of feed grains and average feed grain gross income for the period 
are up 20.5 and 2.3 percent, respectively. During this same period price 
and gross income increases for wheat, soybeans, and cotton are: 22 and 7 
percent, 8 and 4 percent, and 74 and 24 percent, respe~tively. 
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The higher feed grain prices reduce the number of livestock production 
units by 1 percent for the 1959-67 period. The index of livestock prices 
increases by 3.7 percent and livestock gross income increases by $322 
million above the simulation 1 estimate for that period. 
For the nation, the decline in usage of operating inputs reduces total 
farm production costs by 8 percent during 1959-67. Total farm gross income 
increases by 4 percent and net farm income jumps from $9.8 billion to $12.7 
billion. 
Simulation results suggest that input price$ could be manipulated as 
a means of reducing resource commitments in agriculture and, hence, as a 
means of decreasing outputs and increasing incomes. However, adjusting 
resource use through restricting capital input prices conflicts with 
economic efficiency considerations. Adjustments in resource use should 
encourage the displacement of resources that have a higher value marginal 
product in alternative uses [29]. Restrictions on prices of capital 
operating inputs causes the input mix to include less of the highly pro-
ductive operating inputs and more labor. But it is the labor input that 
has the high value marginal product outside agriculture relative to its 
value at the margin in agriculture. 
Input production elasticities at their 1932-39 average leyel (simylat1on 
21: In the last model (simulation 4), input prices were fixed at th~ir 
1932-39 level. In this simulation, historic trends in input prices are 
unaltered, but input production elasticities are held at their 1932-39 
level. Hence, input demand levels generated in the simulation model are 
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channeled through the 1932-39 production functions for the entire 
simulation period. 
Results from simulation 5 are presented in tables 10 through 16. 
Since the models used in simulations 1 and 5 are identical through 1939, 
the variable levels generated for these simulations are the same for the 
1932-39 period. Production, price, and gross income estimates deviate 
substantially from simu1at~on 1 results for the remaining periods, 1940-
49, 1950-58, and 1959-67. During the 1959-67 period, feed grain production 
is lower by 50 million tons or by one-third than the simulation 1 estimate, 
cotton production is 50 percent lower, and soybean production declines by 
one-third. 
These sharp declines in production push output prices to very high 
levels. The 1959-67 average price of feed grains in this simulation is 
$55a65 per ton compared to $33.19 per ton in simulation 1. Simulation 5 
and simulation 1 prices for wheat, soybeans, and cotton during the 1959-67 
period are: $1.72 and $1.35 per bushel, $3.02 and $1.84 per bushel, and 
$.52 and $.21 per pound, respectively. 
With inelastic demand, the higher prices cause gross incomes to 
increase. For 1959-67, feed grain and wheat gross incomes increase 3 and 
8 percent, respectively, and soybean and cotton gross incomes are up 11 
and 22 percent, respectively. 
Differences in the estimates of resources used in production in this 
model compared with the validation model are less dramatic. Nationally, 
the estimated levels of capital inputs used in agriculture are nearly the 
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same as in simulation 1. It should be remembered that the data used to 
estimate the input equations were observed in an environment in which input 
productivities were changing. No adjustments were made in the structural 
coefficients of the input equations to reflect the absence of these 
changes in input productivities. 
Results from this simulation imply that had the feed grain production 
functions, employed in the thirties, remained in use through the late 
sixties, 4 percent more land and about the same capital inputs would have 
been needed to produce a third less output during the 1959-67 period. 
Technological advancements have enabled agric~lture to provide ample 
quantities of food and fiber at relatively low prices. Had no technolo-
gical improvements taken place since 1940, the demand for agricultural 
output would have shifted to the right at a faster pace than supply. Due 
to higher prices, inelastic demand and slightly lower production costs, 
total net farm income during 1959-67 would have been one-fifth larger 
(from $9.8 billion to $11.8 billion). Higher prices and incpmes would have 
been achieved for farmers but at the expense of the consuming public. The 
"problem" would then not be (as it is now) how agriculture can share in the 
benefits from advanced technology in agricultural production, but rather 
how the general public, especially the poor, could be helped to secure a 
sufficient quantity of food and fiber. Even though the time trends and 
equation specifications that carry along advances in technology in the model 
are not eliminated, it is obvious that many more resources would be needed 
to provide a given level of agricultural output. 
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Input prices and production elasticities at their 1932-39 average 
levels (simulation 6): In simulation 4, input prices were assumed to 
have been at their average 1932-39 levels throughout the observation 
period. The last simulation held the input production elasticity esti-
mates used in each crop's production function at their 1932-39 levels. 
In this simulation both input prices and input production elasticities 
for each crop are fixed at their 1932-39 average levels. 
The changes in variable levels in this simulation as compared to 
simulation 1 results are to a large extent exaggerations of the changes 
in variable levels observed in the last two simulations. Production 
estimates are lower and price and income estimates are higher than 
simulation 5 results in which 1932-39 production functions were used but 
historic input prices were kept. Similarly, total levels of resource use 
measured in constant dollars are less than in simulation 4 with input 
productivities unaltered but 1932-39 prices assumed throughout. The 
resulting total farm net income estimates are the highest for any 
simulation model run. During the 1959-67 period, net' farm income is up 
one-third from the simulation 1 estimate ($9.8 billion for simulation 1 
and $13.3 billion for this simulation). 
Changes in price support levels 
Simulations 7 through 16 investigate the effects of different 
support price levels on resource use, production, price, and incomes for 
the model commodities and in aggregate. 
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The level of price supports is an important government policy variable. 
Government storage and price support programs are convenient vehicles to 
stabilize prices of farm products in the face of year-to-year variations 
in production. Excess production is diverted from the market in "good" 
years to be put back on the market in years in which production is short 
relative to demand. Price supports then tend to stabilize prices, based 
on average-weather crop levels. 
The level of price supports can also be used to raise or lower the 
general level of farm prices. Raising crop prices by setting loan rates 
considerably higher than market prices is not without a cost. Farmers 
increase production, government stocks accumulate, and treasury costs mount 
accordingly. Furthermore, as the simulation results presented in the 
following sections suggest, the output-increasing effect of higher support 
prices moderates the intended increases in average market prices. Hence, 
a given percentage increase in support prices raises the average price 
received by farmers by a smaller percentage. The higher prices and 
production levels resulting from increased price supports increase gross 
receipts, but by a much smaller percentage than the percentage increase in 
loan rates. 
Similarly, downward adjustments in support prices tend to reduce 
average market prices and gross incomes by a smaller proportion than the 
reduction in loan rates. The decline in production exerts upward pressure 
on market prices which offsets, somewhat, the reduced support prices. 
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In the simulation runs described in this section, no changes are 
assumed in the acreage allotments or diversions that accompanied price 
supports in certain years. 
Ten percent increase in price supports (simulation 7): The estimated 
levels of selected variables, assuming that the price support rates for 
corn, wheat, soybeans, cotton, and tobacco are increased by 10 percent 
throughout the 1932-67 period, are reported in tables 10 through 16 under 
column heading SIM 7. 
Estimated total farm gross income is 1.3 percent higher during the 
1932-67 period than the simulation 1 estimate. Total production expenses 
are .4 percent higher, and net farm income increases from the simulation 
estimate of 10,577.7 to 10,861.7 or a 2.7 percent gain. 
The percentage increases in commodity prices in simulation 7 over 
simulation 1 for the 1932-67 period are: 3.6 for feed grains, 2.5 for 
wheat, 2.1 for soybeans, 9.2 for cotton, 2.1 for tobacco, and .6 for 
livestock. 
The higher prices, with slight increases in production, raise the 
commodity gross income estimates. Gross incomes during the 1932-67 period 
are higher by $31.0 million for feed grains, $49.1 million for wheat, 
$11.7 million for soybeans, $179.6 million for cotton, $40.0 million for 
tobacco, and $36.1 million for livestock. Government inventories, while 
not tables, increase 26 percent for feed grains and cotton and 16 percent 
for wheat over the observation period. 
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Higher commodity prices and incomes increase (with a lag) the level 
of input usage only slightly. Fertilizer and lime expenditures increase 
only one-half of one percent nationally during the 1959-67 period. The 
tobacco fertilizer and lime estimate is up 4.2 percent and cotton ferti-
lizer increases 1.8 percent, but feed grain and wheat fertilizer demands 
are less than 1 percent higher. The estimate of fertilizer and lime usage 
for soybeans is down from simulation 1 results. The higher feed grain 
prices caused the model to predict a decline in soybean acreages over the 
36-year period. Estimates for each of the soybean input categories are 
lower during part or all of the observation period. For the 1959-67 
period, national expenditures on machinery fixed costs; real estate 
expense; fuel, oil, and repairs expense; miscellaneous expense; and real 
estate tax expense are about one-half of one percent higher than the 
validation run. Total man-hours of labor required and seed expense change 
negligibly. 
Ten percent decrease in all price supports (simulation 8): The 
results from simulation 8, with price supports nine-tenths of the actual 
levels, are reported in tables 10 through 16 under column heading SIM 8. 
In terms of percentage change from simulation 1 estimates, the national 
variable estimates for simulation 8 are, for the most part, mirror images 
of simulation 7 results. Resource use, production, prices, and incomes for 
simulation 7 and 8 change by nearly the same percentage from simulation 1 
results but in opposite directions. Simulation 8 estimates for total gross 
farm income and total net farm income are 1.3 and 2.7 percent lower, 
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respectively, than the simulation 1 estimates for the 1932-67 period. 
United States resource expenditure estimates for the 36-year period 
average less than 1 percent lower for all input categories except seed, 
which remains nearly constanto 
Commodity prices and incomes are lower with a 10 percent reduction 
in support prices. The average decline in prices over the 1932-67 period 
are: 3.8 percent for feed grains, 2.6 percent for wheat, 2.1 percent for 
soybeans, 9.3 percent for cotton, 2.1 percent for tobacco, and .7 percent 
for livestock. During this period, gross income estimates were down by 
$32 million for feed grains, $51 million for wheat, $12 million for soy-
beans, $174 million for cotton, $38 million for tobacco, and $38 million 
for livestock. 
Corn support prices increased by 10 percent (simulations 9 and 10): 
In simulation 9, support prices for corn are increased by 10 percent, and 
in simulation 10 they are decreased by 10 percent. Model estimates for 
simulations 9 and 10 are reported in tables 10 through 13 and table 16 
under column headings SIM 9 and SIM 10. 
With corn support prices 10 percent higher, the feed grain price 
estimate averages 3.1 percent higher than the validation run for the 36-
year period. Feed grain gross income increases by $30 million. 
Input usage increases for all feed grain input categories. During 
the 1932-67 period, simulation 9 estimates for fertilizer and lime, real 
estate, miscellaneous, and real estate tax expenditures are about 1.9 
percent above simulation 1 estimates. Estimates for the other input 
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categories, including seed expense, man-hours of labor, machinery fixed 
and operating expenses, and interest on stock, are up less than 1 percent. 
The higher input levels increase production by about 1 percent. 
The number of livestock production units declines slightly because 
of the increased price of feed grains. Livestock prices increase by one-
half of one percent and gross income from livestock sales increases by 
$30 million for the 1932-67 period. Wheat used for feed increases by 
1 million bushels. \Vheat gross income is up $600 thousand. 
Decreasing the price supports for corn by 10 percent (simulation 10) 
reduces the average of 1932-67 feed grain prices from $40.11 in the 
validation run to $38.81 or 3.2 percent. The annual average feed grain 
gross income estimate drops by $30 million for the 36-year period. 
Fertilizer and lime expenditures are $9 million below simulation 1 
estimates. Reductions in the other input categories are also observed, 
and together the lower input levels cause production to decline by 1 
percent. For the 1959-67 period, government inventories drop by over one-
third, from 21.7 million tons in simulation 1 to 13.4.million tons. 
The simulation model implicitly contains a supply elasticity for 
each crop. Input levels generated in the model are influenced by commodity 
prices and incomes. These input estimates are used via production functions 
to estimate output. Hence, we can trace the effects of a crop price change 
on production by way of the changes in input usage. The feed grain supply 
elasticity estimates reported in table 18 are derived by first calculating 
the average percent change in production and the average percent change in 
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price of simulation 9 (simulation 10) estimates from simulation 1 results 
for the 36-year period. Then the percentage change in production is 
divided by the percentage change in price for the respective simulations. 
The average responsiveness of input demands to changes in crop prices is 
estimated similarly. The input demand elasticities with respect to feed 
grain prices reported in table 18 are calculated by dividing the percent 
change in input levels by the percent change in feed grain prices. 
Table 18. Estimated supply and cross input demand elasticities with 
respect to feed grairi prices implied from results of 
simulations 9 and lOa. 
Category 
Supply elasticity 
Production 
Cross input demand elasticity 
Fertilizer and lime 
Seed 
Labor 
Machinery 
Real estate 
Fuel, oil, repairs 
Miscellaneous 
Real estate taxes 
Sim. 9 Sim. 10 
.313 .201 
.619 .610 
.257 .260 
.143 .146 
.127 .124 
.622 .604 
.065 .065 
.521 .508 
.616 .598 
aElasticity estimates are calculated by dividing the percent change 
in variable quantity by the percent change in feed grain price. The 
elasticities measure responsiveness to increases in feed grain prices 
observed in simulation 9 and to decreases in feed grain prices observed 
in simulation 10. 
The supply elasticity of feed grains is calculated at .3 with higher 
feed grain prices and .2 with lower priceso Using results of simulation 
9, the fertilizer and lime cross price demand elasticity with respect to 
feed grain price, indicates that a 1 percent increase in price of feed 
grains would increase fertilizer and lime quantity by .6 percent. 
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Wheat support prices changed by 10 percent (simulation 11 and 12): 
The estimated levels of selected wheat variables, with wheat price 
supports increased by 10 percent and with wheat price supports decreased 
by 10 percent, are presented in table 12 under column headings SIM 11 and 
SIM 12, respectively. Changes in livestock, feed grain, soybean, and 
national variables can be observed for these simulations in Tables 10, 
11, 13, and 16. 
With wheat support prices increased by 10 percent, the average price 
of wheat for the 1932-67 period increases from $1.47 per bushel to $1.51 
per bushel or about 2.5 percent. Gross income is up $49 million. 
Machinery purchases increase by 1.5 percent due to higher incomes. 
Machinery fixed cost and operating expenses are higher by about $2 million 
each. Increases in acreage of one-half of one percent push real estate 
expenses and taxes upward by $2.5 million and $1 million, respectively. 
Miscellaneous expense increases by 1.2 percent over simulation 1 results 
for the 36-year period. Fertilizer, seed, labor, and interest on stocks 
estimates also increase, but by very little. 
Production of wheat increases by 8 million bushels. With higher wheat 
prices, the model estimates reduced feed grain acreages, feed grain input 
levels, and feed grain production. Feed grain prices increase by one-half 
of one percent, and feed grain gross income estimates are $2 million 
dollars higher. 
Results from simulation 12, in which wheat support prices are reduced 
10 percent, show a decline in wheat prices of 2.6 percent and a 3.4 percent 
drop in wheat gross income. 
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The lower price estimates cause (with a lag) wheat acreage to decline, 
while lower gross income estimates slow increases in machinery purchases 
as compared to the validation run. These lower estimates set the stage 
for reductions in machinery and real estate related expenses. The percen-
tage changes in the acreage, machinery, and real estate variables are 
nearly the same as in simulation 11 but in the opposite directions. 
Estimated levels for the other input categories also decline, roughly by 
the same proportion as they increased in the last simulation. 
Government inventories decrease by 12 percent with a 10 percent 
reduction in wheat price supports, or 57 million tons on the average 
over the 1932-67 period. 
Table 19 contains estimates of wheat supply elasticity with respect 
to wheat prices and estimates of cross input demand elasticities based 
on the results of simulations 11 and 12. 
Soybean price supports changed by 10 percent (simulations 13 and 14): 
Model results from increasing soybean price supports by 10 percent and 
decre~sing them by 10 percent are reported in tRbles 10 through 13 and 
table 16 under column headings SIM 13 and SIM 14. 
While a 10 percent increase in supports increased soybean prices 
only 1.5 percent over the 36-year period, soybean acreages, resource use, 
and production were stimulated proportionally more than price. During the 
1932-67 period, acreage and seed expense estimates increase by 1.5 percent. 
The remaining input categories increase between 2 and 3 percent except the 
fertilizer and lime input, which is 10 percent higher. The average annual 
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Table 19. Estimated supply and cross input demand elasticities with 
respect to wheat prices implied from results of simulations 
11 and 12a 
Category 
Supply elasticity 
Production 
Cross input demand elasticities 
Fertilizer and lime 
Seed 
Labor 
Machinery expense 
Real estate expense 
Fuel, oil, repairs 
Miscellaneous expense 
Real estate taxes 
Sim. .. 11 Sim.. 12 
.316 .315 
.352 .354 
.210 .211 
.040 .039 
.555 ,565 
,579 .577 
.. 401 .408 
.. 486 .485 
.628 • 619 
aElasticity estimates are calculated by dividing the percent change 
in variable quantity by the percent change in wheat price. The 
elasticities measure responsiveness to increases in wheat prices observed 
in simulation 11 and to decreases in wheat prices observed in simulation 12. 
production estimate is 7 million bushels above the validation run or a 
2.1 percent increase. Higher prices and more output resulted in a 3.5 
percent increase in soybean gross income ($24 million). 
Simulation 14 results also indicate the apparent responsiveness of 
soybean acreage and resource use to changes in soybean prices. Assuming 
a 10 percent reduction in soybean price supports, soybean prices decline 
by 1.5 percent or only three cents per bushel. Again, the cumulative 
effects of this modest but sustained price decline over the observation 
period on resource use are substantial. Fertilizer and lime expenditures 
are down 11.3 percent on the average. Machinery fixed cost and operating 
expenses are down over 2.5 percent, and real estate expense tax estimates 
decline 3 percent. The other input estimates are from 1.5 to 2.0 percent 
lower. 
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Production declines by 8 million bushels or 2.2 percent for the 36-
year period. The reduction in price supports decreases soybean gross 
income by $24 million or by the amount soybean gross income increased with 
the higher soybean price support assumption. 
Corn and wheat support prices changed by 10 percent (simulations 
15 and 16): Previous simulation models have assumed changes in the price 
support levels of all model crops and changes in price support for corn, 
wheat, and soybeans separately. In simulation 15, the support prices of 
two crops, corn and wheat, are raised 10 percent; in simulation 16, corn 
and wheat support prices are decreased by 10 percent. The model estimates 
for selected feed grain and wheat variables are presented in tables 11 
and 12. Feedback influences from variable changes in the feed grain and 
wheat sectors on livestock and soybean variable levels are tabulated in 
tables 10 and 13. 
With corn and wheat price supports up 10 percent, feed grain prices 
increase $1.44 per ton above simulation 1 estimates. This 1932-67 period 
average price increase is 20 cents per ton higher than simulation 9, in 
which only corn price supports were higher. Higher wheat supports along 
with higher corn support prices tend to dampen the feed grain acreage 
increases that are predicted in simulation 9. Lower feed grain acreage 
estimates and smaller increases in the capital inputs applied to the land 
cause feed grain production to be 400 thousand tons less than in simu-
lation 9 but 600 thousand tons more than in the validation run. With pro-
duction lower and with less substitution of wheat for feed grains in live-
stock rations than in simulation 9, the 20 cents per ton increase in feed 
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grain price results. The feed grain gross income estimates average 1 
million dollars higher during the 1932-67 period than in simulation 9. 
The wheat variable levels are virtually unchanged from the levels 
observed in simulation 11, which assumed a 10 percent increase in only 
wheat support prices. 
The depressing effects on soybean acreage, resource use, and pro-
duction observed in simulation 9 (with only corn supports increased) are 
also present in this simulation. The relative magnitude of the coefficient 
for the feed grain price variable in the soybean acreage function makes 
the soybean sector especially sensitive to changes in the feed grain 
sector. Since the farm machinery and technology sets used to produce 
feed grains and soybeans are similar, farmers likely devote more land to 
feed grains and less to soybeans as feed grain price rises relative to 
soybean price. However, the cross elasticity of soybean acreage-use with 
respect to feed grain price is probably much lower than implied by the 
model (which is greater in absolute value than one). 
The tabulated results of simulation 16, with corn and wheat price 
supports decreased by 10 percent, show that feed grain resource-use and 
production do not decline by as much as when only corn support prices are 
reduced by 10 percent (simulation 10). While the differences are slight, 
the lower wheat prices generated in this simulation moderate the predicted 
reduction in feed grain acreages of simulation 10 and, subsequently, the 
resource demand estimates are also above their respective simulation 10 
levels. Hence, feed grain production is above simulation 10 estimates but 
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is about one-half of one percent lower than simulation 1 results in each 
of the four periods tabulated. The higher feed grain production estimates 
compared to simulation 10 cause feed grain prices to be below the simulation 
10 price estimates. With inelastic feed grain demand, feed grain gross 
income is $1.5 million lower than in simulation 10 for the 36-year period. 
Again, the wheat variable estimates in this simulation, with corn 
and wheat supports lower, are substantially the same as the simulation 
results in which only wheat support prices were decreased (simulation 12). 
Feed grain acreage set at 100.0 million acres and wheat at 50.0 million 
acres (simulation 17) 
In this simulation, feed grain acreages are held at 100.0 million 
acres and wheat acreages are fixed at 50.0 million acres throughout the 
simulation period. The feed grain acreage assumption represents a 28 
percent reduction in feed grain acreage during the periods 1932-39 and 
1940-49, 25 percent fewer acres during the period 1950-58, and 8 percent 
fewer acres over the 1959-67 period. The assumed 50.0 million acreage 
level for wheat is also well below average observed wheat acreages for 
the 1932-39, 1940-49, and 1950-58 periods (from 16 to 22 percent below). 
The estimates for this simulation are reported in tables 10 through 13 
and table 16 under column heading SIM 17. 
Holding feed grain acreage to 100.0 million acres during the 1932-39 
period causes feed grain production to drop from the simulation 1 estimate 
of 83.0 million tons to 61.9 million tons. For 1950-58, the simulation 1 
and simulation 17 feed grain production estimates are 120.1 and 101.4 
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million tons, respectively. From 1958-60, actual feed grain acreages 
were at about 130 million acres, but with the advent of the feed grain 
program in 1961, feed grain acreages were below 108 million acres from 
1961 to 1967 and below 100 million for 1964-66. Hence, restricting 
feed grain acreages to 100.0 million acres reduces the 1959-67 production 
estimate by only 7 percent, a smaller proportion than for the other 
periods. 
The declines in feed grain production boost feed grain prices 
considerably from 1932 through the fifties. For 1932-39, the price of 
feed grains jumps from the validation estimate of $37.54 to $56.85, or 
a 51 percent increase. The feed grain estimates for the 1940-49 and 
1950-58 periods are 30 percent above simulation 1 results. The average 
feed grain price over the entire 36-year period is 31 percent higher than 
the comparable simulation 1 estimate. 
Since with inelastic demand, prices increase by a larger percentage 
than production declines, gross income increases somewhat throughout the 
observation period. The 1932-67 average feed grain gross income estimate 
is up $67 million or 4 percent. 
Resource expenditures are lower for feed grains except for the 
machinery related expenses. Fertilizer and lime expenditures are lower 
by 20 percent. Seed expense, man-hours of labor required, and miscellaneous 
expenses are down by 33 percent, 26 percent, and 16 percent, respectively, 
for the 1932-67 period. The higher feed grain price and gross income 
estimates hold machinery purchases, machinery stocks, and machinery 
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expenses at their simulation 1 level even though acreages are lower. 
Hence, the simulation model indicates that over the 36-year period the 
cumulative effect of higher incomes generated from feed grain production, 
with acreage held at 100 million, would have enhanced the substitution 
of machinery for labor in feed grain production. 
Setting wheat acreage at 50 million acres throughout the simulation 
period is a less severe assumption than constraining feed grain acreage 
to 100 million acres. Over the 1932-67 period actual wheat acreage was 
59.2 million or about 15 percent higher than the 50 million acre assumption. 
Because of higher wheat prices and gross income estimates, the 
reduction in the levels of inputs used for wheat production does not drop 
by as large a proportion as acreage. During the 1932-67 simulation 
period, wheat production declines by 7 percent but wheat acreage is 15 
percent below the simulation 1 acreage estimate. None of the input levels 
decrease by as much as acreage over the 36-year period except labor, which 
declines by 19 percent. Again, the results from the simulation model 
suggest that the resource mix would have included a larger percentage of 
capital inputs and less labor had wheat acreage been limited to 50 million 
acres during the 36-year period. 
It should be emphasized that the labor estimates are man-hour require-
ments to produce the respective crops. The changes that would have occurred 
in the number of farm workers on farms would have undoubtedly been less 
than the changes in man-hour requirements would indicateo However, the 
continuation or even acceleration of the farm mechanization process would 
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have put pressure on farmers to expand farm size to realize the economies 
of larger farm machinery. Also, the higher returns in agriculture may 
have encouraged nonfarm corporations to buy up farm land and to operate 
it with fewer farm workers than originally occupied the land. Finally, 
if land from entire farms was "rented" by the government to keep feed 
grain and wheat acreages down, many of the affected farmers would have 
left the farm work force and taken nonfarm employment. 
The higher feed grain price estimates decrease the number of live-
stock production units on farms. The reduced livestock supplies increase 
livestock prices by 6 percent and livestock gross income by 2 percent 
during the 1932-67 period. Total production expenses for the United 
States for 1932-67 decline by 6 percent while total farm gross income 
increases by 1.5 percent. Total net farm income is up $1.5 billion or 
15 percent for the entire period. 
Summary 
An econometric simulation model is developed in this study which 
causally links resource use, production, price, commodity disposition, 
and income for major agricultural commodities. Based on this quantitative 
model, the implications of changes in selected variables on resource use, 
output, and income are investigated for individual commodities and United 
States agriculture as a whole. 
The simulation model has submodels, or blocks of equations, for 
livestock, feed grains, wheat, soybeans, cotton, and tobacco. The equations 
in each commodity submodel sequentially depict the commodity's production 
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cycle from acreage planted, to level of resource use, to production, to 
price, to commodity disposition, and finally to gross income. The lag 
between resource commitments and realization of output in agriculture 
permits this sequential or recursive structure. To form the complete 
simulation model, the blocks or commodity equations are brought together 
in such a way as to preserve the recursive structure of the model. 
Equations are included at the end of the simulation model to "build up" 
variable estimates for the entire agricultural economy. 
The results of 17 simulations are reportedo Conditions simulated 
include: (a) the removal of government price and income support programs, 
(b) increases in input prices, (c) restrictions on production elasticities, 
(d) variations in commodity support prices, and (e) limitations on 
acreageso 
Not unexpectedly, farm prices and incomes decline substantially in 
the absence of government farm programs. For example, over the 36-year 
observation period, feed grain prices average 46 percent below the feed 
grain prices in the validation run--a simulation of the agricultural 
economy with government commodity price and income supports absent from 
the economic environment. Total net income in agriculture declines by 
nearly one-third. Lower prices and incomes dampen the level of capital 
inputs used in agricultural production. Total fertilizer demand under 
the free market assumption is down 6 percent during the 1932-67 period 
compared with the validation run. Smaller proportional declines are 
noted for the other capital input categories. The depressing effect of 
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lower commodity prices on acreage is more than offset by acreage 
increases resulting from the removal of acreage allotments and diversions. 
Hence, removing the influence of government price and income support pro-
grams and associated acreage restrictions resulted in fewer capital inputs 
being applied to more acres. 
Simulation results indicate that more, rather than less, labor would 
have been engaged in agricultural production without government programs. 
The implication is that without government price and income support pro-
grams, farmers would have had less incentive and financial resources to 
purchase labor-saving capital inputs during 1932-67 period. The results 
of the free market simulation in this study and similar findings by Tyner 
and Tweeten [33] suggest that acreage diversion and price support pro-
grams of the Federal Government have accelerated the substitution of 
capital for labor in agricultural production. 
Simulation Models 3 through 6 investigate the effects of increased 
input prices and altered levels of input production elasticities on agri-
cultural resource demand, production, and incomes. The level of agricul-
tural production is a function of quantity and productivity of inputs used 
in agriculture. Surpluses and low returns in agriculture have occurred 
because the productivity of resources used in agriculture has increased 
and the quantity of these resources used is large compared to the demand 
for farm products. Improvements in farm prices, incomes, and resource 
returns could be achieved by reducing the resources committed to agricul-
ture and (or) slowing technological advance. One way to dampen the use 
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of resources in agriculture would be to raise their priceso In simulation 
3, the real input prices used in the model were increased by 10 percent. 
In simulation 4, the downward trends in the real prices of capital inputs 
between 1932 and 1967 are ignored and all input prices are set at their 
1932-39 averages. With higher input prices, input demands decline, 
resulting in lower production levels and higher prices and incomes. For 
example, with a 10 percent increase in real input prices, average feed 
grain production estimates over the 1932-67 period decline from 115.4 
million tons in the validation run to 111.4 million tons. The average 
price of feed grains over the 36-year period increases $3.20 per ton, 
while the estimate of the gross receipts from the sale of feed grains 
increases by $23 million. Total gross farm income increases about 1 
percent during the 1932-67 period. 
With input prices fixed at their 1932-39 levels, resource use and 
production declines are substantial, especially in the latter part of the 
36-year observation period. During the 1959-67 period, fertilizer used 
for feed grains and wheat declines by one-half, while national fertilizer 
usage is down by one-third during this period compared with the validation 
run. Expense estimates for other operating inputs, such as fuel, oil, and 
repairs expense, and miscellaneous expense, are also down. The resulting 
lower production estimates increase commodity prices and incomes. With 
production expenses and gross income both measured in 1947-49 dollars, the 
average annual net farm income estimate for the 1959-67 period increases 
from $9.8 billion to $12.7 billion. 
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Simulation models 5 and 6 assume that the estimated crop production 
functions for the 1932-39 period remain in use through 1967. In addition, 
input prices are held at their 1932-39 averages in simulation 6. Under 
these extreme conditions, production estimates decline sharply. The 
resulting higher prices push total net farm income up by one-fifth during 
the 1959-67 period when historical input prices are used and by one-third 
when real input prices are held at their relatively high 1932-39 levels. 
Obviously, agricultural policies that increase input prices and (or) slow 
technological advance would be effective in increasing farm prices and 
incomes. 
The sensitivity of the levels of resource use, commodity prices, and 
incomes to changes in the crop price support levels is investigated in 
simulations 7 through 16. Support prices for each of the model crops are 
increased by 10 percent in simulation 7 and decreased by 10 percent in 
simulation 8. In simulations 9 through 16, price support levels are 
changed for only one or two crops in any particular simulation run. 
Simulation results indicate that a given percentage increase in crop 
price support levels raises average market prices by a smaller percentage. 
For example, increasing price supports for all model crops by 10 percent 
over the 1932-67 period results in the following average percentage market 
price increases: 3.6 for feed grains, 2.5 for wheat, 2.1 for soybeans, 
9.2 for cotton, and 2.1 for tobacco. Annual farm gross income increases 
an average of 1.3 percent during the 36-year period compared with the base 
simulation. Production expenses increase by .4 percent and net farm income 
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is 2.7 percent higher than the comparable 1932-67 averages in the 
validation run. 
Simulation results suggest that the intended price and income benefits 
of raising price support levels are partially dissipated without added 
acreage or other supply controls. In response to higher support prices, 
farmers increase production. This increased production exerts downward 
pressure on market prices which partially offsets the higher support rates. 
Restrictions are imposed on feed grain and wheat acreages in 
simulation 17. Annual acreages used in feed grain and wheat production 
are fixed at 100 and 50 million acres, respectively, for the entire 1932-
67 period. With these restrictions on acreage, feed grain production 
during the 1932-39 period declines by one-fourth. Feed grain prices 
increase by 50 percent in the 1932-39 period and average 30 percent higher 
for the entire 36-year period. Wheat prices increase 24 percent in the 
first analysis period and average 14 percent higher over the 1932-67 period. 
Feed grain and wheat labor requirements decline by 26 and 19 percent, 
respectively, during the 1932-67 period compared to the base simulation. 
Declines are also noted for other input categories except for the machinery-
related inputs. With higher prices and incomes, machinery purchases for 
use in feed grain and wheat production remain nearly unchanged from the 
validation run, even though acreage and production levels and the use of 
other resources decline substantially. 
Perhaps the most striking result from the simulation analysis is that 
government policies which increase farm prices and incomes do not "hold" 
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labor in farming but rather encourage the substitution of highly pro-
ductive capital inputs for labor in agriculture. The implication is that 
the rate at which needed resource adjustments occur in agriculture is 
influenced to an important extent by the ability of individual farmers to 
finance the use of capital inputs and the prospect of being able to do so 
in the future. Apparently, agricultural policies that increase incomes 
and stabilize prices facilitate the increased use of highly productive 
capital inputs and as a result diminish labor requirements. Conversely, 
actions that lower farm incomes tighten capital constraints and aggravate 
maladjustments in resource use. 
Limitations 
Published input data for the individual commodities were generally 
unavailable. The estimation procedures used to allocate specific expense 
for all of agriculture to specific expense for individual commodities are 
outlined in Ray (23). Input-output studies, discussions with officials 
of the Farm Production Division of the United States Department of Agri-
culture, cost and return studies, and other sources were utilized to 
construct and check the various commodity input series. It is unknown how 
seriously inaccuracies in commodity input data affected the simulation 
results, but the fact that less-than-perfect data were used should be kept 
in mind when reading and interpreting the results of this study. 
The economic model developed in this study in only one of many model 
formulations that could be used to portray the resource and output structure 
of United States agriculture. Other model formulations may better predict 
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the actual time path of the endogenous variables. For example, the 
inclusion of weather variables in acreage equations may have improved 
the acreage estimates generated from the model. Also, a revised model 
should include more variables to link together the commodity submodels. 
The sensitivity of the livestock sector to changes in feed grain production 
and price is probably underestimated in the model used in this study. 
Additional use of feed grain production and price variables (lagged one 
year perhaps) in the livestock equations might add realism to the model. 
However, in other cases the magnitude of influence that a related commodity 
variable has on a variable of a particular commodity may need to be 
moderated. For example, the feed grain acreage estimate is slightly more 
sensitive to a given percentage decline in the price of wheat than to the 
same percentage increase in the price of feed grains. 
The level of aggregation in this model is not as great as the national 
models of Tyner and Tweeten [33] and Lin [17], but it is still substantial. 
The farmer responsiveness to economic stimuli is not homogeneous within 
commodity groups but differs from one farm size to another and from one 
geographical location to another. Also, the commodity groupings themselves 
contain heterogeneous outputs. 
Concluding Remarks 
Ideally, a policy simulation model of the agricultural industry should 
serve as an econometric map of the agricultural economy within the frame-
work of the total national economy. The interactions of the commodity and 
resource markets within the agricultural sector should be represented, as 
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should the lines of influence between the agricultural sector and the 
national economy. The structural relations should incorporate govern-
ment policy variables in sufficient detail that a broad range of economic 
policies can be simulated. The model should be capable of analyzing not 
only the effects of an agricultural policy change on the area of its 
immediate application but also the effects on related agricultural 
commodities, the entire agricultural sector, and the economy as a whole. 
The relatively unsophisticated model presented in this study is viewed 
as an intermediate step in the development of such a definite model of 
the agricultural sector. 
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